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ABSTRACT
The Study of Magnetotail Dynamics and their Ionospheric




University of New Hampshire, May, 2017
In-situ measurements in the magnetotail are sparse and limited to single points. In the
ionosphere, on the other hand, there is a broad range of observations, including magnetome-
ters, aurora imagers, and radars . Since the ionosphere is the mirror of the plasmasheet,
it can be used as a monitor of the magnetotail dynamics. Thus, it is of great importance
to understand the coupling process between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere in or-
der to interpret the ionosphere and ground observations properly. In this dissertation, the
global magnetohydrodynamic simulation model, OpenGGCM model, is used to investigate
two of such coupling processes. The first part focuses on travel time and characteristics of
waves produced in the magnetotail. These waves represent the onset of the tail reconnec-
tion and substorms in the ionosphere. To investigate signal propagation paths and signal
travel times, single impulse or sinusoidal pulsations are launched at different locations of
the plasmasheet, and the paths taken by the waves and the time that different waves take
to reach the ionosphere is determined. We find that such waves take shorter time than
previously assumed, and they generally travel faster through the lobes than through the
plasma sheet. It takes approximately about 70 seconds for waves to travel from the midtail
plasmasheet to the ionosphere, contrary to previous reports (∼ 200 seconds) [Ferdousi and
xvi
Raeder, 2016]. Other important processes that greatly contribute to convection of the tail
are bursty bulk flows (BBFs) which are identifiable as aurora streamers in the ionosphere.
The second part of this thesis focuses on mapping such flows from the magnetotail to the
ionosphere along the magnetic filed lines for three states of the magnetotail: before the
substorm onset, during substorm expansion, and during steady magnetic convection event.
We find that the streamers are north-south aligned in midnight area, and they have more
east-west orientation in the dawn and dusk regions. The tail and the ionosphere activity
increases during SMC event compared to the pre-onset and quiet times. We also find that,
the convection background in the tail controls the direction and deflection of the BBFs and




The Earth’s magnetosphere forms from the interaction of its dipolar magnetic field with
the solar wind. The solar wind plasma parameters and magnetic field can significantly
change features of the magnetosphere, such as its size and shape. For instance, when the
southward Interplanetary Planetary Magnetic Field (IMF) encounters the Earth magnetic
field, reconnection, which is a main coupling process between the Earth and the solar wind,
occurs at the nose of the magnetopause, and solar wind energy and momentum is transferred
to the magnetosphere. Reconnection opens previously-closed Earth’s magnetic field lines
and sweeps them to the night side of magnetosphere, which is called the magnetotail.
As a result, flux piles up and energy is stored in the magnetotail, and this energy will
eventually be released towards the ionosphere either explosively (in the form a substorm)
or gradually (in the form of steady magnetic convection (SMC)). Most of the energy during
these phenomena is transferred with fast earthward flows or Bursty Bulk Flows (BBF)s.
The night side of the ionosphere could act in many ways as a projection of the magnetotail
dynamics, and each phenomenon in the tail can be associated with an auroral feature. For
instance, an auroral substorm is the signature of the substorm in the tail, and Poleward
Boundary Intensifications (PBI)s or streamers are auroral signatures of BBFs.
1
1.1 Substorms
Substorms are the result of rapid release of stored solar wind energy from the magnetotail
into the magnetosphere. During this process magnetospheric energy is converted to the
particle heating and kinetic energy. The main manifestation of this process on the ground
is the intensification in aurora, which is the most visually attractive phenomenon in space
physics. The idea of substorm was first introduced by Akasofu [1964] after the International
Geophysical Year (IGY) (1957-58). Based on more than 100 All-Sky cameras in the auroral
zone, he introduced and characterized the auroral substorm and auroral oval in 1964. Even
though different stages of substorm being hypothesized and observed over the past five
decades, the trigger of a substorm and even its existence or not is still an ambiguous
problem in the space physics.
A substorm has three main stages: growth phase, expansion phase, and recovery phase
(McPherron [1972]). During the growth phase, energy accumulates in the lobes as a result
of an unbalanced flux transfer from the dayside to the nightside. The beginning of the
expansion phase is believed to be the onset of substorm, during which the stored energy
suddenly releases into the magnetosphere. There are different models describing the onset of
substorm including: near earth neutral line (NENL), current disruption (CD), ballooning,
Alfve´nic interaction, and magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling models.
Among these models, the NENL and the CD models are the most promising and also
the most developed ones. Both of these models include reconnection and near-earth dipo-
larization events during substorm, but the causality between these events varies. In the
NENL model (outside in), reconnection triggers the substorm by generating fast flows to-
ward earth. Fast flows are slowed down by the dipolar magnetic field near earth causing
dipolarization which leads to current wedge formation and the generation of Field Aligned
Current (FAC) wedge leading to the auroral brightening (Baker et al. [1996]). In the CD
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model (inside out), the dipolarization occurs first near the earth in the plasma sheet, form-
ing FAC wedge, which then leads to the auroral brightening (Lui [1996]). As a result of
current disruption, refraction waves are generated, and they propagate tailward and create
reconnection later in the midtail region.
It is challenging to observe the entire substorm process since the onset starts from a
small region (∼1-2 RE) and expands to a large region in the magnetosphere within couple
of minutes. Also, the locations of triggers differ for these models, so a number of in-situ
measurements are required to create a global signature of a substorm.
The Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS)
Mission was specifically designed to resolve the controversy between the NENL and the
CD models. It consists of five identical satellites locating within 2 RE from the plasma
sheet in the tail (Angelopoulos [2009]). Their orbits are designed in a way that they line
up periodically near the Sun-Earth line in the magnetotail, so they can observe all of
the substorm signatures simultaneously. The result of in-situ measurements from the tail
can be mapped magnetically to many ground-based observations of THEMIS (Sibeck and
Angelopoulos [2008]). Also, THEMIS has All-Sky Imagers (ASI) which consist of 20 cameras
covering a large section of the auroral zone in the northern hemisphere. Therefore, the
configuration of aurora can be studied at the same time as in-situ measurements.
1.1.1 Substorm Signatures
It is important to review the signatures of a substorm since they give a global picture of
the substorm and the reasons for the current source of controversy within the field. The
most observable signature of the substorm on the ground is the change in the configuration
and brightening of the aurora. Figure 1-1 is taken from Akasofu [1964] and schematically
shows different phases of an aurora substorm. During the quiet time (A), the aurora has a
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Figure 1-1: Schematic of auroral substorm proposed by Akasofu [1964]. Auroral brightening
starts from the lowest latitude and then expands poleward and westward within 30 minutes.
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curtain like structure the near east-west direction. The onset of substorm is distinguished
by a sudden brightening of the auroral arc in the lowest magnetic latitude of the arc in the
pre-midnight sector (B). Then the brightening expands poleward and westward forming a
bulge in the early expansion phase (C). Within 30 minutes, a large scale wavy structure is
formed surging westward in the late evening hours (D). During the substorm recovery, the
aurora breaks up and moves eastward, activity begins to cease and the brightening dims
(E). Within 1 to 2 hours all activities end and aurora gets back to the arc configuration
(F).
Another strong observed ground signature of the substorm is Pi-2 pulsations which are
damped Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) waves with period of 40-150 seconds. There are gen-
erated as the result of release of magnetic energy during the magnetic field dipolarization
[Takahashi et al, 1995].Then, the substorm current wedge (SCW) which connects the mag-
netosphere and auroral ionosphere forms. Figure 1-2 illustrates the schematic of SCW near
the Earth, in which a large east-west cross-tail current sheet forms, and this current diverts
along the field lines into the ionosphere [McPherron et al., 1973].
The other ground signature of the substorm is a sudden increase in AE index. AE index
is a quantitative measure of horizontal magnetic activity in the auroral zone in the northern
hemisphere, and it is generated by an enhancement in ionospheric current below and within
the auroral oval.
The classical picture of the substorm development in the tail is characterized in three
phases: growth phase, expansion phase, and recovery phase. During the growth phase,
southward IMFs cause reconnection in the dayside, which leads to the magnetic flux ac-
cumulation in the lobes. The pressure in the plasma sheet starts to increase in order to
balance the pressure as the angle of incidence with the solar wind increases, and as a result
the near-earth plasma sheet thins. As the expansion phase begins, instabilities develop in
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Figure 1-2: Schematic of formation of substorm current wedge near dipolarization region
[McPherron et al., 1973].
the tail and reconnection forms in the midtail region. Then magnetic field configuration
near the Earth gets more dipolar, and the SCW is formed. Also, as a result of reconnection,
the plasma pressure decreases. During the recovery phase, the entire plasma sheet recon-
nects, and the plasmoids are formed moving tailward. Finally, the process begins to slow
down, and goes back to the tail-like configuration. Figure 1-3 illustrates the schematic of
the magnetotail configuration for three stages of susbtorm described above.
1.1.2 Controversy in Substorm
Near Earth Neutral Line Model
In the NENL model, reconnection is responsible for triggering the substorm. As figure 1-4
shows, reconnection occurs first in the midtail region. As a result, high speed flows are
formed and they move toward the earth. As these plasmoids encounter the strong field
region near the Earth, they slow down and make the magnetic field more dipolar. The
cross-tail current is reduced, and the current wedge is formed as result of the braking of
these earthward flows. Then the Field Aligned Currents (FAC)s are generated, and they
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Figure 1-3: Schematic of three phases of substorm in the magnetotail: before onset, ex-
pansion phase, and the recovery phase. The cartoon is adopted from Baumjohann and
Treumann [1997].
lead to the auroral brightening.
One of the first observations of reconnection triggering the substorm by THEMIS was
published by Angelopoulos et al. [2008] using time history analysis method. Angelopoulos
et al. [2008] studied the substorm event of Feb 26 2008. The configuration of probes was
perfect for observing the substorm globally since the probes were aligned within 1 RE along
Sun-Earth line. Two of them were located around the reconnection region ( ∼ -20 RE),
other two were located near current disruption region ( ∼ -10 RE), and the last one was
located at geosynchronous orbit. The ground signatures of substorm: auroral brightening,
Pi-2 pulsations, increase in AE index were also observed for the event, and they were linked
to the in-situ measurements. The reconnection was inferred to occur 96 seconds prior to the
auroral brightening at -20 RE . The time for reconnection is determined based on Vz flows
combined with the electron bi-directional streaming (Hall reconnection). The dipolarization
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was observed 182 seconds after the reconnection. Therefore, they concluded that the event
was initiated by the formation of near-earth reconnection line. Later Gabrielse et al. [2009]
used the same method to study the substorm event of Feb 16 2008 and concluded the same
result.
Lui [2009] challenged the Angelopoulos et al. [2008] paper since the classical picture
of reconnection (fast flows) was not observed until later in the process. The fast flows
were observed later perhaps because the probes were not exactly located within the plasma
sheet [Angelopoulos et al, 2008]. Lui [2009] also criticized the time history approach to
study a substorm event. Lui [2009] argued that this method is misleading since it uses
the disruption in the tail to determine the location of the substorm onset and the physical
process associated with it. Both the CD and the NENL are spatially localized in dawn-dusk
direction, so the observed disturbance might not exactly be the beginning of substorm onset
[Lui, 2011].
Current Disruption Model
In the CD model, the near earth current disruption is responsible for triggering the substorm.
The current disruption is the result of turbulence from a nonlinear evolution of plasma
instabilities [Lui, 2007]. The plasma instabilities are formed due to the high electrical
current density near the earth where the dipole field configuration changes to the stretched
magnetic field ( ∼ -10 RE) [Lui, 1988, 1991]. Since the magnetosphere cannot maintain this
high current density, current gets disrupted as a result. The current system is associated
with the magnetic field energy, so the energy is released to the charged particles via current
disruption [Lui, 2007]. The CD also launches refraction wave tailward, and as a result
the plasma sheet thins and reconnection occurs later in the midtail. The main evidence
supporting the CD model come from the observations and mapping of auroral brightening.
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Figure 1-4: Schematic of NENL (Reconnection) model. In this model, reconnection in the
midtail launches fast Earthward flows, which leads to the dipolarization near-Earth region
and then auroral brightening. Adopted from www.igpp.ucla.edu/public/THEMIS/SCI/
Pubs/Nuggets/reconnection/tail-reconnection.HTML
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Figure 1-5: Schematic of current disruption model. In this model, plasma instability near
earth region leads to current distruption and then to auroral brightening. Then the refrac-
tion waves move to midtail leading to the magnetic reconnection. Adopted from www.igpp.
ucla.edu/public/THEMIS/SCI/Pubs/Nuggets/reconnection/tail-reconnection.HTML
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As stated in section 1.1.1, the first signature of auroral onset is brightening of the arc in
the lowest magnetic latitude. This point maps to the closed filed lines within or polward
of the central plasma-sheet Lui and Burrows [1978], and it is related to dipolarization and
the current wedge.
The THEMIS case study of March 13th 2007 by Donovan et al. [2008] suggests that the
current disruption is responsible for triggering the substorm onset. The THEMIS satellites
were located above the neutral sheet line around the CD location for the event. The onset
was observed based on the brightening on the field lines threading the neutral sheet around
8 RE . The onset location was determined to be close to the transition region from tail-like
to dipolar field lines and relatively far from the open-closed field-line boundary. Based on
these observations, they conclude that the onset is consistent with the CD Model Donovan
et al., 2008].
Miyashita et al. [2011] challenge the CD model for describing the magnetic reconnection
as a result of the propagation of refraction waves toward tail. The refracted waves are
generated by a pressure reduction and current disruption or the dipolarization. There is
some evidence that conflicts with this hypothesis. The first pitfall of this scenario is the
timing between the duration of the refraction wave and the time required for the instability
to trigger a reconnection. The required time for an efficient reconnection is determined to
be around 1 ∼ min [Shinohara et al., 2007]. Thus, the reconnection should be triggered 1
min after the refracted wave arrives to the mid-tail. Considering the wave’s travel time to
the mid-tail plus the triggering duration, reconnection should occurs 1-2 min after the dipo-
larization. However, a 2-minute resolution statistical study suggests that the reconnection
and current disruption occur almost simultaneously [Miyashita, 2011]. Another evidence
against this hypothesis is the observation of fast earthward flows from the tail-side before
the expansion of tailward dipolarization Takada et al. [2009] and Machida et al. [2009].
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However, the refraction wave scenario suggests the reverse order; in the CD model, due
to the high speed earthward flow (∼ 400 km/s) associated with refracted waves, the fast
earthward flow should first appear in earthward side rather than tailward. Finally, based
on the statistical study of pressure changes in the near-earth magnetotail associated with
the substorm expansion onsets [Miyashita, 2011], the plasma pressure increases with initial
dipolarization at X ≥ 12 RE unlike previous observations.
1.2 Magnetohydrodynamic Waves Travel Time
Distinguishing the phenomena associated with substorms is difficult to achieve with data
alone since signals are sometimes ambiguous, or they may not be observed in the right
locations. Therefore, it is important to develop a realistic model of Magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) wave propagation speeds associated with disturbances in order to establish the
causal relation between the events. Both the auroral brightening and Pi2 pulsations are
markers of substorm expansion phase onset; however, Pi2 pulsations are easier to observe
than auroral signatures. Because Pi2 pulsations generally precede the onset of auroral
brightening [Liou et al, 2009], Pi2 pulsations provide a convenient lower limit of the time
for energy to reach the ionosphere from the tail, provided that the MHD travel times are
known with sufficient accuracy.
There are a couple of studies that focus on MHD wave travel time in the magnetosphere
(e.g. [Lin et al., 2009; Chi et al., 2009]). The Lin et al. [2009] study assumes that the
MHD waves propagate in the tail plasma sheet until x = - 10 RE with magnetosonic wave
speed. They then propagate along the dipole magnetic field lines at the Alfve´n velocity after
-10 RE to the Earth. In order to determine the Alfve´n and magnetosonic velocities in the
magnetotail, Lin et al. [2009] used empirical models of density, temperature, and magnetic
field along the path. Figure 1-6 shows Alfve´n, sound and magnetosonic wave speeds in the
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Figure 1-6: Profile of Alfve´n, sound and magnetosonic wave speeds with distance from
Earth. Adopted from Figure 2b of Lin et al., 2009.
Figure 1-7: The wave travel time for waves originating from 4 different regions in the tail
with respect to L value [Chi et al., 2009].
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plasma sheet with respect the to distance in the plasma sheet. Based on these wave speeds,
they determined that it takes around 300, 170, and 50 seconds for waves to reach from -30,
-20, and -10 RE to reach the Earth, respectively.
In the Chi et al. [2009] study, the Tsyganenko, [1989] magnetosphere model, plasma
density, and temperature data were used to calculate the magnetosonic and the Alfve´n
velocities for a wide range of latitudes. Figure 1-7 shows the Alfve´n and Fast wave speed
from point -10, -15, -20, -25 RE to the Earth with respect to L value. The travel time
for each point has a strong variation with respect to L value. For instance, for a wave
originating from -10 RE , it has local minimum at L=10 and maximum at L=12 to 20. This
variation increases as the point source moves further in the tail. The local minimum mostly
occurs for L values corresponding to auroral latitudes. For these latitudes, it takes around
250, 200, 100, and 40 seconds for waves originating from -25, -20, and -15, -10 RE to reach
the ground observer, respectively.
Based on both of these studies, the required time for the disturbance to travel from
reconnection region in the midtail (∼ -20RE) to the aurora region suggested by Angelopoulos
et al. [2008] and Gabrielse et al. [2009] is not met since they are much shorter than Lin
et al. [2009] and Chi et al. [2009] wave travel time.
1.3 Magnetohydrodynamic Waves
In order to better study the waves travel time, it is important to review some characteristics
of MHD waves, particularly determining the MHD wave dispersion relation to understand
the difference between the fast and the Alfve´n mode waves.
For small amplitude waves propagating through a spatially uniform MHD plasma, we
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where ρ is density, V is velocity, B is magnetic field, and p is pressure. In the presence of
fluctuation from equilibrium as:
B = B0 +B1(r, t) (1.5)
ρ = ρ0 + ρ1(r, t) (1.6)
p = p0 + p1(r, t) (1.7)
V = V1(r, t) (1.8)
where the perturbed quantities are denoted by substitute ”1”, and they are much smaller
than the equilibrium quantities which are denoted by ”0”. The equilibrium quantities are
time independent. Substituting above quantities to MHD equations and neglecting the
products of small terms, yields:
dρ1
dt
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We now determine plane wave solutions for equations 1.9 and 1.10, which vary in space
and time as exp[−i(ωt − Kx)]. Using Fourier transform and dropping substitute ”1” for
simplicity:
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(K·V)− (K ·B0)(V ·B0)K
µ0ρ0
(1.20)
Without loss of generality let’s assume B0 is in the z direction, K lies in the x-z plane, and
θ is the angle between B0 and K. Equation 1.20 reduces to the eigenvalue equation:
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ω2 − k2V 2A − k2V 2s sin2 θ 0 −k2V 2s sin θ cos θ
0 ω2 − k2V 2A cos2 θ 0
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Solving equation 1.21 by setting the determinant of square matrix to zero gives the disper-
sion relation
(ω2 − k2V 2A cos2 θ)[ω4 − ω2K2(V 2A + V 2z ) +K4V 2AV 2S cos2 θ] = 0 (1.24)
This equation has three roots corresponding to three types of waves. The first root is
ω = kVA cos θ (1.25)
which is a dispersion relation for Alfve´n wave. The other roots for equation 1.24 are
ω = kV+ (1.26)
ω = kV− (1.27)
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Figure 1-8: Propagation of MHD waves through the plasma. (a) magnetic field perturbation
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(1.28)
The first root corresponds to magnetosonic or fast mode wave and the second root to slow
mode wave. For the cold plasma limit, obtained by letting sound speed tend to zero, the
slow mode wave ceases to exist, and fast mode wave dispersion relation reduces to
ω = kVA (1.29)
which can be identified as the compressional Alfve´n wave.
1.3.1 Comparison of Alfve´n and Magnetosonic Waves
Based on the dispersion 1.25 relation of MHD waves in cold plasma, shear Alfve´n waves only
travel along the magnetic field. Alfve´n wave propagation sets plasma into a motion per-
pendicular to the propagation vector k and background field (Kivelson and Russell [1995]),
thus one expects perturbations in B⊥ and V⊥. Figure 1-8 (b) demonstrates propagation
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of Alfve´n wave along the magnetic field line, and shows how it bends magnetic field lines
without compression. Perpendicular and parallel components of magnetic field based on
perturbation are determined as
B‖ = δ ~B · bˆ (1.30)
B⊥ = δ ~B −B‖bˆ (1.31)
where bˆ is unit vector tangential to magnetic field line, and δ ~B is the perturbation in
the magnetic field. The same relations were used to determine parallel and perpendicular
components of the velocity. Based on the relation B⊥ ∼ ±V⊥, the magnetic field and
velocity are either in phase, i.e., the wave travels in the opposite direction relative to the
background field, or they are in anti-phase, i.e., the wave travels in the same direction of
the background field [Priest, 2012].
The fast or compressional Alfve´n wave mode can propagate in all directions (equation
1.29), and it has perturbations in both the parallel and the perpendicular components of
the magnetic field. Figure 1-8 (a) presents the propagation of a compressional Alfve´n wave
perpendicular through the equilibrium field. This mode compresses magnetic field-lines
without bending them. Also, there is correlation or anti-correlation between B⊥ and V‖ for
fast mode wave, which are either in phase or anti-phase relative to each other, when the
wave vector has a component parallel to the background field.
1.4 Bursty Bulk Flows
BBFs are short lived, high speed plasma flows, interpreted as plasma bubbles. They play an
important role in the dynamics of the magnetosphere as they are responsible for the transfer
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of 60 - 100% of energy, mass, and magnetic flux in the magnetotail even though they only
occur 10 - 15% of the observation time based on the statistical study by Angelopoulos et al.
[1994]. They can be observed at all states of magnetotail, and their occurrence increases
from quiet state to very active states of magnetotail. They are mostly observed in midnight
plasmasheet, and their occurrence rate mostly decreases toward the tail flanks [Angelopoulos
et al., 1994]. However, during very active time like SMC, they transport most of the flux
through the flanks [Kissinger et al., 2012].
Vx, the predominates component of BBF, is along the tail axis and in direction of the j×B
force in the plasma sheet [Baumjohann, 1993]. The formal definition of BBFs suggests that
the transfer rate should increase by an order of magnitude compared to the average value,
that is Vx > 400km/s [Angelopoulos et al., 1992], or flux threshold of |V × Bz| > 2 mv/m
[Scho¨del et al., 2001]. This flux transport is ten times faster than average tail convection
(Ey ∼ 0.2 mv/m), thus these objects were also defined as Rapid Flux Transfer events.
BBFs are highly fluctuating both in temporal and spacial scale. Angelopoulos et al.
[1994] found that they have typical duration of ∼ 10 minutes, which is composed of super-
imposed 1 minute flow bursts. Due to the lack of multipoint in-situ observations, it is hard
to measure the exact spatial scale of BBFs in the tail, but their scale can be inferred from
the flow velocities and their durations. Let’s assume for the flow velocity of 400 km/s with 1
minute impulse and 10 minutes duration, the scale could vary from 4 to 40 RE , respectively.
Figure 1-9 summarizes average behavior of BBFs in the relatively thick and stable
plasmasheet observed by Geotail (adopted from Figure 4 of Ohtani et al. [2004]). As the
Figure 1-9 shows the main features of BBFs include:
1. Increase in the perpendicular component of Vx.
2. Reduction of plasma pressure as a result of density drop.
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Figure 1-9: Observation of BBFs in plasma sheet adopted from Ohtani et al. [2004]. Su-
perimposition magnetic field and ion plasma parameters of 818 fast earthward flow events
observed by Geotail in the central plasma sheet. The increase in Bz marks the zero time.
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Figure 1-10: a) Morphology of bubble in the equatorial cut, adopted from Figure 15 of
Walsh et al. [2009]. The grey region shows bubble, the yellow region is flux pile up, blue
region is tailward flow, red arrow shows flow velocity, and green region is FAC surrounding
the bubble. b) Schematics the of generation of the field aligned current around the bubble
similar to the substorm current wedge, adopted from Birn et al. [2004].
3. Enhancement in the temperature, but not totally due to the density reduction.
4. Increase in the z component of magnetic field (Bz), which is positive for Earthward
and negative for tailward flows, respectively. Magnetic pressure also increases to
compensate plasma pressure reduction.
5. Sometimes, there is an asymmetric bipolar signature of Bz in isolated BBFs with
small amplitude preceding the Bz pulse.
6. The interaction of leading edge of BBFs with the their neighboring plasma can be
associated with a small increase of the plasma pressure and density, accompanied
by reduction of the plasma beta followed by sharp reduction in the plasma pressure
(Sergeev et al. [1996a]).
The main mechanism for generation of BBFs and formation of bubble is the magnetic
reconnection and interchange instability. It cuts the long low-density volume by decreasing
their volume, but does not compensate entropy with modest heating. Reconnection pushes
these flows from the reconnection region toward Earth to the closed flux tubes region.
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As indicated above, BBFs can also be described as plasma bubbles, magnetic flux tubes
with low entropy content in comparison to the surrounding field [Pontius and Wolf, 1990;
Chen, 1994]. Figure 1-10-a illustrates equatorial cut of a plasma bubble adopted from
Walsh et al. [2009]. Different regions of the bubble are shown with different colors in Figure
1-10-a. As the fast flow moves towards the Earth, magnetic flux piles up in front of the
bubble increasing Bz and leading to the dipolarization front (shown in yellow). The low
entropy region, bubble itself, is shown in grey. The dark and light blue regions show the
stagnant and the tailward flowing wakes, respectively, and flow velocity is shown by red
arrows. The flow shear between the bubble and its surrounding plasma generates magnetic
shear that drive FAC, which is indicated by green. Figure 1-10-b shows the mechanism for
the generation of FAC, which is similar to the substorm current wedge that is, earthward
on the dawnside, and tailward on the duskside [?, 2004].
1.5 Poleward Boundary Intensification (PBI) as Ionospheric
Signature of Bursty Bulk Flows
PBIs, intense and transient auroral disturbances, initiate around the magnetic separatrix
and extend equatorward. They are often aligned along the north-south direction and ob-
served in both the ground measurements and the aurora images. Many studies have shown
that these transient auroral disturbances are foot points of BBFs in the ionosphere (Ieda
et al. [1998]; Zesta et al. [2000]; Sergeev et al. [2000]; Zesta et al. [2006]). The temporal
scale of auroral streamers is observed to be around several minutes, and their spatial scale
is around 1 hour MLT in the ionosphere corresponding to short duration of BBFs (≤ 10
min) and spacial scale of ∼ 4RE , respectively.
There are several possibilities for generating the electron precipitation in the ionosphere
as a result of BBFs. Three of probable mechanisms are: (I) formation of auroral streamer
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as a result of direct precipitation from flow channel to the ionosphere, (II) acceleration of
electrons from upward FAC formed around the bubble as a result of magnetic shear, and
(III) electron acceleration by FAC electric field which formed based on difference between
pitch-angle distributions of ion and electrons. The signatures of these mechanisms probably
differ in the ionosphere.
Figure 1-11 presents an example of type (I) aurora streamer in night portion of the
ionosphere observed by DMSP. Polar UVI and DMSP crossed the narrow active streamer
near midnight from dawn to dusk in equatorward direction. DMSP observed very strong
intense narrow electron precipitation associated with FAC signature around 11:18 UT. This
streamer have also been accompanied by depressed proton precipitation and enhanced up-
ward FAC which is noticeable as a sharp positive By. There is downward FAC at dawnside
edge of streamer around 11:17 UT which completes R1-sense FAC. This pattern is consistent
with plasma bubble mapping which is shown in Figure 1-10.
An example of type (II) aurora streamer is shown in Figure 1-12. The DMSP satellite
crosses two streamers. There is enhancement in both electrons and ions between 06:01:27
and 06:02:30 UT. The proton energy flux was enhanced in the dawn region with downward
FAC, whereas the electron energy flux enhancement is observed in duskside with upward
FAC.
Some characteristics of two types streamers can be summarized. The type (I) is iden-
tified by strong enhancement of electron precipitation associated with FAC acceleration
and depressed or unchanged proton precipitation associated with strong upward FAC. The
characteristics of type (II) streamers is harder to confine (especially their association with
FAC). There is enhancement in both electrons and protons for this type streamer.
Figure 1-13 shows a schematic of high speed convection bursts intruding to the inner
magnetosphere, which have been associated with auroral streamers [Sergeev et al., 2000]. In
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Figure 1-11: Type (I) streamer observed by DMSP and Polar UVI. The DMSP trajectory in
the nightside of northern-hemisphere (top left), streamers observed by Polar UVI and pink
is DMSP trajectory (bottom left), transverse magnetic variations and convection flow from
DMSP (top right), and electrons and ions energy flux and electron and proton spectrograms
(bottom right) [Sergeev et al, 2004].
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Figure 1-12: Observation of type (II) streamer by DMSP and Polar UVI. The format is the
same as Figure 1-11 [Sergeev et al, 2004].
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this study, Sergeev et al. [2000] used a conjugation of 5 magnetosphere satellites including:
Polar, Geotail, Interball, DMSP, and Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) spacecrafts.
They concluded that an aurora streamer maps to the stretched flow channels similar to the
plasma bubble in the tail.
Zesta et al. [2006] also studied the relation between the PBIs and the fast flows during an
expansion and after a substorm of January 3rd 2001. A substorm onset occured ∼ 2:30 UT,
and the recovery phase started around∼ 3:25 UT, but the aurora remained active afterwards
during strong southward IMF Bz. They observed number of PBIs between ∼ 3:20 and ∼
5:30 UT during continues negative IMF Bz and positive IMF By. The Tsyganenko [1996]
(T96) model was used to project PBI structures from the ionosphere to the plasma sheet.
Figure 1-14 shows on the left streamers observed by IMAGE FUV, and the right is their
projection on the plasma sheet. They found that most of PBIs map to radially stretched
flow channels with no dawnward orientation. Comparing the last two times of Figure 1-14
(5:02:31 and 5:06:37 UT), PBIs located in the premidnight region stretched more down tail
the ones originating in the postmidnight region. Both of these findings contradict Zesta
et al. [2006] first prediction that the fast flows should follow convection background and
should be Earthward and dawnward.
1.6 Motivations and Dissertation Goals
The nightside of the ionosphere can be used as a mirror of the tail plasma sheet. For
example, certain phenomenon in the tail can be associated with a unique feature in the
aurora. The challenge is that the in-situ measurements are limited to a single and sparse
distributed spacecrafts in the tail, and there is no new mission planned to cover the entire
magnetotail in a near future. On the other hand, the ionosphere measurements are more
comprehensive, including: radars, ground magnetometer, and all sky imagers. Thus, we
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Figure 1-13: The schematics of flow channels in the tail by Sergeev et al. [2000]. The
location of Geotail, Interball, and LANAL L80 are also marked in this picture.
can use the ionosphere as the monitor of the magnetotail dynamics. To accomplish this
goal, it is important to fully understand the coupling process between the magnetosphere
and the ionosphere.
The substorm is the first and most important phenomenon in the tail that can have
breathtaking effect on the ionosphere. Since the discovery of substorm in 1960, many
features and stages of substorms have been discovered, but the onset of substorm is unsolved.
The phenomena associated with substorms happen so fast that it is difficult to establish the
causal relation between the disturbances. Distinguishing the processes that occur during the
first 2 min of a substorm depends critically on the correct timing of different signals between
the plasma sheet and the ionosphere. As indicated in section 1.2, the MHD waves can carry
energy between different regions of the magnetosphere and eventually to the ionosphere.
Lin et al. [2009] and Chi et al. [2009] used empirical models to determine MHD waves
travel time. Lin et al. [2009] also chose a wave path along the plasma sheet until close
distance to the Earth, and then along the dipolar field until the ionosphere. There are
some challenges with these studies. First, the empirical models like Tsyganenko may not
be very accurate on stretched field lines like during substorm. Tsyganenko model produce
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Figure 1-14: Left is PBIs observed by IMAGE FUV and right is projection of them to
the plasma sheet using Tsyganenko 96 by Zesta et al. [2006]. PBIs map to stereched flow
channels in the tail similar to Sergeev et al. [2000] study.
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averaged value of the magnetic field, which may not be valid for any particular time. Also,
waves probably have different paths in the magnetotail, and restricting its path to a certain
direction can affect the wave travel time.
In chapter 3, we study signal propagation time from the magnetotail to the ionosphere
using OpenGGCM-CTIM model. Waves are generated by perturbing plasma pressure in
the plasma sheet using a single impulse or sinusoidal pulsations. We follow their path
through the magnetotail and investigate the nature of MHD waves at different locations
like the plasma sheet, the plasma sheet boundary layers, and the lobes. We determine the
wave travel time by observing their very first signature in the ionosphere. The advantage of
global model is that the magnetospheric configuration are calculated self-consistently, and
the signal propagation is not constrained to a certain path.
A number of recent observations suggest that meso-scale structure in the ionosphere can
cause Space Weather disturbances such as substorms [Lyons et al, 2010; Nishimura et al,
2010; Zou et al, 2015a]. A recent commentary article by Lyons et al. [2016] draws an overall
picture of such structure in the ionosphere: flow patches from the dayside can propagate
through the polar cap and reach the night side polar cap. They can then reach nightside
oval via magnetic reconnection in the polar cap followed by PBIs. So far, the study of flow
channels and PBIs is limited to ionospheric measurements since there is not a sufficient
number of in-situ measurements in the tail especially in the azimuthal direction.
Zesta et al. [2006] mapped the observed PBIs from the ionosphere to the tail using T96.
However, Zesta et al. [2006] explains that projecting PBIs to the tail using T96 might not
be accurate since T96 can give unreliable results on highly structured magnetic field lines.
Because the tail configuration is determined based on the magnetic field values averaged over
time, the resultant configuration may not represent the real state of the tail. Thus, there
is a need to study magnetotail configuration prior and during PBIs using MHD simulation
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model.
Chapter 4 focuses on understanding the characteristics and orientation of PBIs in the
ionosphere using simulation. Since the resolution of the ionosphere in the CTIM model
cannot resolve the narrow auroral streamers, we map flow channels both in x and y directions
from the plasma sheet to the ionosphere along the field lines. The z direction vorticity
(∇×V)z which is generated as a result of magnetic shear around the bubble and forms a FAC
to be closed in the ionosphere. The mapping take place in three states of the magnetotail:
preonset, substorm expansion, and steady magnetic convection. The simulation results
then are compared to the aurora streamer observation during substorm expansion and
geomagnetic storm which is similar to a SMC event observed by IMAGE FUV and THEMIS
all sky imagers, respectively.
Finally, our results will be summarized and plans for future extension of this work will





OpenGGCM-CTIM is a 3D global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model of the Earth’s
magnetosphere and ionosphere. The magnetosphere part consists of two regions: the region
outside of 3 RE , which is considered as outer magnetosphere and solves the MHD equations,
the region within 3 RE , which acts as Magnetosphere-Ionosphere (MI) coupling region,
where the NOAA Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Model (CTIM) [Fuller et al.,1996] is
coupled from 3 RE above the Earth to the OpenGGCM model [Raeder et al., 2009]. In the
following sections, some details of OpenGGCM-CTIM model will be discussed, and more
detailed description of the model can be found in Raeder [2003] and Raeder et al. [2009].
2.1 Outer Magnetosphere
The outer part of OpenGGCM model is governed by set of the MHD equations. These
equations consist of number of fluid and Maxwell’s equations including: mass continuity,
momentum conservation, energy and magnetic flux conservation, Faraday’s law, Ohm’s law,
Ampere’s law, magnetic divergence constraint, and energy equations. These equations can
be written in different formats. Even though they mathematically are equivalent, they
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could lead to different numerical methods. The OpenGGCM model uses the normalized
semi-conservative formats of these equations as it follows:
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρv) (2.1)
∂ρv
∂t
= −∇ · (ρvv+ pI) + j×B (2.2)
∂e
∂t




E = v×B+ ηj (2.5)






γ − 1 (2.7)
∇ ·B = 0 (2.8)
ρ, v, E, B, j, η, p, and e have their usual definition: mass density, velocity, electric field,
magnetic field, current density, resistivity, pressure, and plasma energy, respectively. In the
semi-conservative formulation, mass, momentum, and plasma energy is conserved numeri-
cally, but the total energy is not strictly conserved. The semi-conservative form has been
chosen since the model does not encounter instability at low β region.
There are some challenges with using a fluid model for global simulation. For instance,
if resistivity is zero in Equation 2.5 (Ohm’s law), the magnetic field lines are ”frozen”, so the
magnetic reconnection is limited. On the other hand, for a constant and realistic value of
resistivity, Birn et al. [2001] showed that Ohm’s law allows very slow reconnection rates in
the MHD model. Thus, OpenGGCM uses localized ”anomalous” resistivity, which produces
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αj´2, if j´ ≥ δ
0, otherwise
(2.9)
where j´ is the normalized current density, ∆ is grid spacing, δ and α are constants that can
be changed to turn resistivity strength on, and  is small constant to avoid zero denominator.
If this resistivity is not added, Raeder et al. [1996] showed that model can get trapped in
the steady magnetic convection state, during which the reconnection on the dayside is
balanced by the reconnection on the nightside. The reconnection is possible even though no
resistivity added to the system since numerical errors can provide resistivity and viscosity
to some extent.
The other correction required to determine solution in a reasonable amount of time is
called the ”Boris Correction” (Boris [1970]). This correction basically limits the Alfve´n
speed (B/
√
µ0ρ) in some regions in the magnetosphere, where density is low and magnetic
field is very strong (e.g. close to the Earth and in the lobes). The time step follows




where ∆t, ∆, and V are time step, grid size, and velocity, respectively. The CFL condition
requires that information must be transferred from one cell to another in just one time step,
and it must be satisfied in all regions of the model. In the high Alfve´n velocity regions,
the time step becomes prohibitively small as Equation 2.10 indicates. Thus, the Boris
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Figure 2-1: The equatorial cut of grid spacing of the OpenGGCM model (Raeder et al.
[2009]). The model adopts stretched cartesian coordinate for its grid spacing. The box
extends from 20 RE from sunward direction to couple of hundreds in anti-sunward direction,
and 48 RE in y/z direction.
Correction should be applied to avoid this problem. The Alfve´n speed in nature is limited
by the speed of light, and it can artificially be achieved by setting the light speed value to
the lower limit. In the OpenGGCM, the limitation is applied by reducing j × B and the
∆p⊥ in the high speed Alfve´n wave regions.
For the purpose of this thesis (especially, study of MHD wave travel time), we increased
this limitation to the higher (5000 km/s) than default value (1500 km/s) to avoid low Alfve´n
speed in the lobes.
2.1.1 Simulation Geometry and Numerical Grids
The grid style in the model is a stretched cartesian coordinate, which allows for higher
resolution runs with a lower computational time compared to uniform cartesian coordinate.
Figure 2-1 shows equatorial cut of OpenGGCM grid style, where black and white squares
are grid points. As shown in Figure 2-1, the grid resolution is highest in key regions like
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the plasma sheet and the magnetopause, and its resolution decreases with a tangential
hyperbolic function as it moves away from these key regions. The resolution varies from
0.1 to 0.2 RE in the magnetopause, and 0.1 to 0.3 RE in the near-Earth tail, with a total
of 107 − 108 grid cells. The simulation box usually extends from 20 RE in the sunward
direction to several hundred RE in anti-sunward direction, and to 48 RE in y/z directions.
2.1.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions
The model can either be driven by real solar wind data (velocity, magnetic field, density,
and pressure) from solar wind monitor satellites like ACE or WIND, or it can be used with
generic solar wind conditions. However, there is a challenge using single point satellite
measurements. The 3-D solar wind parameters is needed to specify the time-dependent
MHD variables across the inflow boundary. Thus, OpenGGCM uses minimum variance
analysis (MINVAR method) [Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967, 1968] to provide the 3D structure
of solar wind.





where Ψ could be any variable and n is normal vector to the boundary.
To satisfy the magnetic field initial condition (Bx=0 surface sunward of the Earth), the
mirror dipole is used. Later the dipole field is replaced by initial solar wind magnetic field,
which allows for a ∇ ·B = 0 transition.
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2.2 Magnetosphere and Ionosphere Coupling
The inner magnetosphere is coupled via the closure of field-aligned-currents (FAC) to the
ionosphere. The potential solver module solves potential equation on a sphere, yielding the
ionospheric convection potential [Fedder and Lyon, 1987], which maps back to the inner
magnetosphere as the boundary conditions for the flow and field integration:
v = (−∆Φ)× B|B|2 (2.12)
where ∆Φ is potential, v is flow velocity, and B is the magnetic field. The ionosphere
extends from 58◦ to 90◦ magnetic latitudes since mapping originates from 3 RE . The
spatial grid resolution of the ionosphere is 2◦ in latitude and 18◦ in longitude.
The CTIM is a global multi-fluid model of ionosphere-thermosphere solving neutral and
fluid equations for the atmosphere from 80 to 500 km, and for the ionosphere from 80
to 10,000 km. The equations solved in the thermosphere includes: the energy equation,
continuity equation, horizontal momentum equation, and composition equation for major
species (O, O2, and N2). The ionosphere part is governed by continuity equations, vertical
diffusion equations, ion temperature equation, and horizontal transport for H+ and O+.
Even though the OpenGGCM model does not produce auroral emission, it produces
the energy flux and mean energy of two populations of precipitating electrons. The former
population corresponds to the thermal electron flux from the inner magnetosphere forming
the diffuse aurora, and the latter is the result of electrons that have been accelerated in
regions of upward FAC forming discrete aurora [Raeder et al., 2009]. The diffusive aurora,
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E0 = kTe, (2.13)
where FE is energy flux, E0 is the mean energy, ne, me, and Te are electron number density,
mass, and temperature, and k is Boltzmann constant, and j is parallel current.
The latter aurora form is basically upward FAC (accelerated upward aurora electrons)










E0 = e∆Φ‖ (2.16)
where ∆Φ is parallel potential drop.
The ionosphere potential is obtained by using current continuity equation:












, Σλλ = ΣP
where θ and λ are magnetic latitude and longitude, respectively, and ΣH and ΣP are Hall
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and Pedersen conductance, respectively.
Figure 2-2 summarizes the coupling process between the ionosphere and the magneto-
sphere in a block diagram (Raeder et al. [2009]). The electron precipitation and FACs are
provided by MI mapping module. The conductance, calculated by the CTIM model, is fed
to the potential solver along with FAC. The potential solver adopts Equation (2.17) and
assumes the field lines are radial. The main inputs for the MHD model are solar wind
plasma parameters and IMF, and for the CTIM part, are solar UV and EUV flux. The
CTIM outputs many space weather parameters including electron density, neutral wind,
chemical composition, and total electron content (TEC). The OpenGGCM provides many
plasma parameters including density, temperature, magnetic and electric fields, and flow
velocity within the magnetosphere. The other magnetosphere variables can be calculated
based on these values.
2.3 Substorm Generation and Signatures in the OpenGGCM
The OpenGGCM model has been very successful in producing real substorm events (ie,
Raeder et al., 2001a; Ge et al., 2011; Gilson et al., 2012; Raeder et al., 2013). The generation
of substorms is really complex and depends on many parameters in global models. The first
problem that most global MHD models encounter is the SMC condition. In the SMC
condition, reconnection on the dayside and the nightside are balanced, thus no substorm
type sudden release occurs in the magnetotail.
Small scale process like conductance and resistivity are also critical in the formation of
substorms. Raeder et al. [1996] performed some numerical tests to study the effect of such a
process on the dynamics of the magnetotail. They first compared two simulation runs: one
with anomalous resistivity, and one without it, and found that no substorm can be formed
in the absence of anomalous resistivity. As described in Section 2.1, anomalous resistivity
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Figure 2-2: The block diagram of MI coupling of the OpenGGCM adopted from Raeder
et al. [2009]. Blue arrows show input and output, red arrows show strong data flow, green
arrows show weak or slow coupling, and yellow arrows show control flow. OpenGGCM only
needs solar wind plasma parameters and magnetic field as inputs, and it outputs density,
temperature, magnetic and electric field, and flow velocity. The CTIM model uses solar UV
and EUV flux as input, and outputs TEC, electron density and temperature.
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is required to achieve a stronger reconnection rate which leads to substorms.
In the second numerical test, Raeder et al. [1996] changed the conductance of the iono-
sphere, and they concluded that increasing ionosphere conductance can prevent substorm
formation. In the high conductance condition, magnetic field lines are tied to the iono-
sphere, and thus no convection can proceed in the magnetosphere. In this situation, the
dayside closed magnetic field lines are not being replenished, so the magnetopause moves
Earthward rapidly. On the nightside, the newly generated closed magnetic flux piles up
and pushes the neutral line further tailward. This condition continues to progress until
convection is balanced in the magnetosphere.
The IMF condition can also affect the dynamics of the magnetotail. For instance, in
the presence of continuous strong southward IMF Bz, substorms may not form. The same
condition in the nature also leads to the the SMC instead of the substorm.
Substorm signatures in the OpenGGCM model are almost analogous to the ones from
the real observation substorm event. In the magnetotail, a near earth neutral line will
form, and BBFs are generated moving Earthward as a result. Figure 2-3 shows a time
series comparison of OpenGGCM and THEMIS-C signatures of a BBF during March 23rd,
2007 substorm event. A ”virtual satellite” has been placed in the OpenGGCM, where
THEMIS-C satellite is located in the tail center. It is complicated to reproduce the exact
signatures of a real event at the exact location of the observation in the simulation since the
magnetosphere configuration depends on many parameters. However, the overall signatures
of the substorm can be produced in the simulation. In chapter 4, the more equivalent time
series of BBFs will be presented.
In the simulation, substorm onset in the ionosphere is determined mostly by discrete elec-
tron precipitation. Equivalent to the auroral substorm observation, the brightening starts
from lowest magnetic latitude and moves poleward and westward as substorm progresses.
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Figure 2-3: Comparison of different variables between the OpenGGCM simulation (red
lines) with THEMIS C. The panels show from the top velocity, plasma density, temperature,
and the three components magnetic fields in the GSE coordinate. Adopted from Raeder
et al. [2009].
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Figure 2-4 shows aurora signatures (energy flux of precipitating electrons in mW/m2) of
March 23rd, 2007 substorm event in the OpenGGCM. The thick line indicates the open-
closed of magnetic flux (polar cap boundary). The circled numbers represent magnetic foot
points of the field lines intersecting with various satellites. The first signature of substorm
onset (aurora brightening) starts at 10:50 around 68◦ magnetic latitude and 22.5 MLT.
Later, aurora intensification expands westward (19 MLT) and poleward (77◦ latitude).
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Figure 2-4: Discrete aurora (energy flux of accelerated electrons in mW/m2) in the northern
hemisphere. The polar cap boundary (open-closed field lines) is shown by the thick black
line. The circled numbers represent magnetic foot points of the field lines intersecting with
various satellites. Adopted from Raeder et al. [2009].
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Chapter 3
Signal Propagation Time from
the Magnetotail to the
Ionosphere
3.1 Methodology
The simulation uses the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system. The numerical
box extends from 21 RE in the sunward direction to 500 RE down the tail. The box size
in y/z direction (perpendicular to sun-Earth line) extends from -48 to 48 RE . There is a
total of 16×106 grid cells in this simulation, with the highest resolution close to the plasma
sheet with the minimum grid cell size of 0.1 RE .
To study wave propagation from the tail to the ionosphere, waves are generated by
an impulse or by a sinusoidal pulsations at different locations in the plasma sheet within
the OpenGGCM model. The impulse is created by perturbing plasma pressure at a single
point with a delta function, or sinusoidal pulsations are created by P ∼ sin(2pi/T ) function,
where T is the period of the wave. The increase in pressure is strong enough to launch linear
waves that can be followed through the system, but not as strong as to create non-linear
perturbations. The impulses are mainly generated to study the wave travel time in the
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magnetotail, to evaluate the characteristics of the signals, and to determine the latitude
and longitude of wave arrival in the ionosphere. The sinusoidal pulsations on the other
hand are better suited to visualize the wave propagation paths, and to distinguish different
MHD wave modes.
Since waves are partially reflected at gradients, because their energy spreads out more
quickly in regions of high phase velocity, and because of geometric attenuation, the ampli-
tude of the waves can become very low. In order to visualize such waves, two simulation
runs, one with the perturbation and the other without it, are subtracted from each other.
Even though this method eliminated most of the perturbations not related to the wave,
there is still some numerical noise closer to the Earth. The numerical noise is removed by
using a spatial Gaussian filter in a box extending from x=(-10,15) and z=(-10,10) RE with
the cutoff frequency of 0.053 Hz. We used the same approach to improve the visualization
of signals in the ionosphere, where we plot the ∆FAC and the north-south component of
ground magnetic field perturbation (∆Bθ) to determine signal arrival times and locations.
We use solar wind data for substorm event of 26 Feb 2008, as reported by Angelopoulos
et al. [2008], in which the auroral signature of substorm onset (auroral intensification) was
reported to occur at 4:51:39 UT. Our model is able to produce the same substorm event,
but at an earlier time. In this paper, we use the modeled diffuse aurora to identify the
auroral onset because it is more comparable to real data substorm observations.
Figure 3-1 shows diffuse aurora precipitation in mW/m2 in northern hemisphere at six
different times. At 4:51:27 UT, the first indication of substorm onset is visible around
midnight and 68◦ magnetic latitudes (Figure 3-1-a). Using more detailed plots, we find the
intensification already started at 4:45 UT which is 6 minutes prior to the onset that was
observed from data. The time difference between observation of substorm onset and MHD
simulation of the event could be due to the location of solar wind monitor. The solar wind
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Figure 3-1: Diffuse auroral electron precipitation energy flux in mW/m2. The substorm
starts at 4:51:27 UT. The west ward surge start at 4:59:27. The expansion continues until
it reaches the maximum at 5:30:27 UT. Then the substorm dims and it ceases at 6:21:57
UT.
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monitor (Wind for this event) was located off the sun-Earth line by ∼ 60 RE , which creates
some uncertainty in the transit time from the monitor to the Earth.
The aurora expands northward and westward between 4:59:27 and 5:12:27 UT (Figure
3-1-b and c). The aurora reaches its maximum intensification at 5:30:27 UT ((Figure 3-1-d).
Later the auroral intensification begins to dim at 5:47:27 UT, and it ceases around 6:21:27
UT (Figures 3-1-e and f, respectively).
It is complicated to find the exact timing of reconnection onset in the simulation because
the tail is very dynamic during the substorm. Since the disturbances are spatially localized
in the dawn-dusk direction, any specific observed disturbance might not exactly mark the
beginning of a reconnection. Therefore, we create both impulses and sinusoidal pulsations
during the late substorm growth phase when the plasma sheet has thinned, and just before
the expected reconnection onset and the development of fast earthward flows. The impulses
and sinusoidal pulsations are launched at 4:30 UT in the center of plasma sheet at x = -10,
-15, -20, -25, -30 RE .
3.2 MHD Wave Propagation in the Magnetotail
Figure 3-2 shows the time evolution of the Poynting flux (∆Sz) in µW/m
2 indicating the
wave energy flow direction [Ferdousi and Raeder, 2016]. Because the plots are created by
subtracting two simulation runs from each other, the background magnetic and electric
fields are removed, and Poynting flux is based on perturbation in magnetic and electric
field S = 1/µ0(δE × δB), in which the electric field is calculated via frozen in condition
E = −V×B.
In this figure, the waves are generated by sinusoidal pulsation (P = 200 sin(2pi/T ))
in pPa with period of T = 12 seconds at x=-20 RE during the real substorm event on







Figure 3-2: The difference in Poynting flux (∆Sz) in µW/m
2 in the meridian plane. The
sinusoidal pulsation is created at x = -20 RE with period of T=12 seconds in the plasma
sheet before the reconnection onset during a real substorm event [Ferdousi and Raeder,
2016].
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between each plot. In addition, a supplementary movie (sz.mp4) with the resolution of 1
second is provided. We choose the 12 second period to better visualize wave fronts, since
the typical Pi2 pulsations period is comparable to the propagation time of the wave and
thus does not show wave fronts well.
As Figure 3-2 shows, the wave fronts first travel isotropically in all directions, but the
fronts that are propagating toward the lobes travel faster than the ones propagating through
the plasma sheet and therefore the oval shape in Figure 3-2.b forms. Because the magnetic
field increases near the Earth, the wave amplitude decreases, thus it is more difficult to see
the wave fronts in the lobe near the Earth in Figure 3-2.e. Meanwhile, other wave fronts
continue to propagate through plasma sheet until they reach the Earth closed field line
region, where they continue to travel along the magnetic field lines (Figure 3-2.d to 3-2.i).
Figure 3-3 shows the time series of parallel and perpendicular components of the mag-
netic field perturbation (B‖ in red and B⊥ in blue), and the parallel and perpendicular
plasma velocity perturbation (V‖ in magenta and V⊥ in cyan) in the lobe and plasma sheet
near the Earth. We calculated the parallel component via B‖ = bˆ · δ ~B relation, where bˆ
is a unit vector tangential to the background magnetic field, and δ ~B is the perturbation
in the magnetic field. For the perpendicular component, we used ~B⊥ = δ ~B − ~B‖, and the
same relations were used to calculate ~V‖ and ~V⊥. Since our source wave has a period of 12
seconds, we band-pass filtered our data from 0.071 to 0.1 Hz corresponding to a period of
14 to 10 seconds, respectively.
The top panel of Figure 3-3.a displays B‖ and B⊥, where there is perturbation in B⊥
and no perturbation in B‖. In the bottom panel, there is perturbation in V⊥, which is in
phase with B⊥ in the lobe near the Earth (x=-3.0, y=0.0, and z=4 RE). Based on the MHD
wave properties described above, we identify this wave as an Alfve´n mode. Figure 3-3.b
shows time series taken in the plasma sheet (x=-6.0, y=0.0, and z=0 RE) near Earth, in
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3-3: Time series of the parallel and perpendicular components of velocity and mag-
netic field in the lobe and plasma sheet near the Earth. The waves are generated by
sinusoidal pulsation at x=-20 RE with period of T=12 s. Data is band-pass filtered from
0.071 to 0.1 Hz.
(a) (b) 
Figure 3-4: Time series of the parallel and perpendicular components of velocity and mag-
netic field in the PSBL and plasma sheet in the midtail region. The waves are generated by
sinusoidal pulsation at x=-20 RE with period of T=12 s. Data is band-pass filtered from
0.071 to 0.1 Hz.
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which there are perturbations in both parallel and perpendicular components of magnetic
field with the same amplitude, and B⊥ and V‖ are in phase, which is consistent with a fast
mode wave.
In Figure 3-4.a (x=-12.5, y=0.0, z=-8.0), there are perturbations in all components of
magnetic field and velocity, and B⊥ and V⊥ are in phase until 4:31:15 UT. At this time, the
amplitude of perturbation in B⊥ increases compared to B‖. We interpret the first part of
wave as a fast mode, while an Alfve´n wave propagating along different path arrives at the
same location around 65 seconds later. Figure 3-4.b shows time series in the plasma sheet
at x=-14.0, y=0.0, z=-4.0 RE , where there are perturbations in B‖ and B⊥ with almost
the same amplitude, and perturbations in B⊥ and V‖ that are in phase, which is consistent
with a fast mode wave.
We can now develop an overall picture of wave propagation in the magnetotail based
on time series analysis (Figures 3-3 and 3-4), and wave flow energy direction (Figure 3-2).
The wave fronts first propagate isotropically in all directions as fast mode. The waves then
take two different paths. One type travels magnetosonically through the plasma sheet until
the wave front reaches the dipolar field near the Earth; it then interacts with the dipole
magnetic field and continues to propagate along the dipolar field lines as an Alfve´n mode
into the ionosphere. In the other path, the wave travels magentosonically through the lobes
where it converts to an Alfve´nic mode as it reaches near the Earth. The similar but more
simpler wave path was suggested by Tamao [1964], such that the fast mode wave generates
an Alfve´n mode wave, which then transmits wave energy to the ionosphere. Tamao [1964]
also suggested that the maximum wave energy was transferred when the wave propagated
along the so called, ”Tamao Path”. Figure 3-5 shows a schematic view of these paths in the
magnetotail, where the blue line is the plasma sheet path and the red line is the lobe path.







Figure 3-5: Schematic of possible wave path in the magnetotail. The blue line is the plasma
sheet path in which wave travels through the plasma sheet as fast mode until it reaches the
dipolar field where converts to Alfve´nic mode and continues along field lines. In the lobe
path (red line) the wave travels through the lobes as magnetosonic until it reaches high
magnetic field or gradient in density where it converts to the Alfve´nic mode.
the magnetic field or density. As the waves pass through the plasma sheet boundary layer
(PSBL) or near the Earth, they encounter both strong density and field gradients, where
the fast compressional mode will convert to the shear Alfve´n mode. The fast-Alfve´n mode
conversion in the PSBL and the magnetic lobes was also observed in Polar satellite data
[Keiling et al., 2005] and MHD simulations [Allan and Wright, 2001; Lysak and Song, 2004;
Lysak et al., 2015].
3.2.1 Ionosphere Signatures
In order to determine signal arrival times in the ionosphere, we plot the time series of
differences in the north-south component of magnetic field perturbation ∆Bθ, and the
differences in field aligned current (∆FAC) in the ionosphere. Figures 3-6 (a), (b), and
(c) show signal arrival times in the ionosphere for waves originating from -10, -20, and -30
RE in the magnetotail, respectively. Note that the waves for these plots are generated by a
single impulse (delta function source) and not sinusoidal pulsations. The time series of ∆Bθ
is at midnight magnetic local time and different geomagnetic latitudes of the ionosphere
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ranging from 71◦ to 73◦ as shown in second column of Figure 3-6.
The signal arrival time is determined at the time of the first peak in the ground magnetic
perturbation (∆Bθ) as the dashed line in Figure 3-6 indicates. This characteristic is similar
to [Chi et al., 2001; Chi and Russell, 2005; Chi et al., 2006, Chi et al., 2009] studies.
Depending on the locations of the wave source in the tail, signals arrive at different
times in the midnight region of the ionosphere. Figure 3-7 shows the time development of
ground magnetic field (∆Bθ) at MLT=0 and latitudes ranging from 60
◦ to 80◦. For waves
source located near the Earth (x = −10RE), signals reach all magnetic latitudes almost
simultaneously. However, when the wave source moves further away from the Earth, the
signals arrive at higher latitudes slightly earlier than lower latitudes. When waves originate
around x = −20RE , signals arrive at higher latitudes (65◦ to 80◦) 20 seconds earlier than
at lower latitudes (60◦ to 65◦). For waves originating at x = −30RE , signals first reach
magnetic latitudes around 73◦. The signals then reach the 65◦ and higher latitudes around
20 seconds later, and latitudes below 65◦ around 40 seconds later.
We also note that the waves are more spread out in local time when the impulses are
created closer to the Earth, whereas the signals are more localized for midtail impulses as
the first column of Figure 3-6 shows. This difference is probably the result of the simple
mapping of magnetic field lines from the magnetotail to the ionosphere and the nature of the
waves that take either the plasma sheet path or the lobe path, respectively. As described
in chapter 1, the waves traveling along the plasma sheet path are mostly magnetosonic,
and travel in all directions azimuthally. However, the waves propagating along the lobes
are mostly Alfve´nic, with their group speeds strictly aligned along field lines, leading to the
more localized signatures. Also, as expected, the amplitude of the signal decreases as the
impulse is generated further away in the tail as the comparison between time series δBθ in
Figure 6 shows.
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Figure 3-6: (a),(b), and (c) show the ionospheric arrival impulses generated at different
locations in the magnetotail: x = -10, -20, and -30 RE respectively. First column is ∆FAC
(µA/m2) in the northern hemisphere polar cap. The dashed circles indicate magnetic
latitude with 10◦ increment. The second column is ∆Bθ at midnight and different magnetic
latitudes (71◦ to 73◦).
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Figure 3-7: Time histories of ∆Bθ at midnight MLT, and as a function of time and latitude.
The wave sources are located at (a) x=-10 , (b) x=-20 , and (c) x=-30 RE , respectively.
The signals arrive at all latitudes almost simultaneously when the source is located near the
Earth, and the signals reach higher latitudes earlier than lower latitudes when the source is
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Figure 3-8: The time series of ∆Bθ at midnight and different magnetic latitudes. All waves
are generated by an impulse at x= -20 RE with different amplitudes. The wave travel time
does not depend on impulse amplitude.
In order to examine if there are any effects of wave amplitude, we changed the amplitude
of the plasma pressure of impulses to vary between 100, 300, 400, and 500 pPa in the
magnetotail at fixed locations, and find that the signal arrival time does not depend on
amplitude of an impulse as displayed in Figure 3-8. Thus, the waves are linear, and signal
arrival times are independent of the amplitude of waves.
3.3 MHD Wave Travel Time
Figure 3-9 shows the space-time diagram of MHD wave travel times from the magnetotail
to the ionosphere in the OpenGGCM (red solid line), the Lin et al. [2009] model (blue solid
line), and the Chi et al. [2009] model (green solid line), which are plotted along with 11
substorm events (dots) adopted from Lin et al. [2009]. The Lin et al. [2009] MHD wave
travel time is based on the Figure 4 of that paper, and the Chi et al. [2009] MHD wave
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travel time is adopted from Figure 2b of the paper for L =10, which is the minimum travel
time in that plot.
The onset time of the 11 substorms were taken at the time of poleward expansion of
aurora, and the events were investigated and published previously by different scientists,
and were collected by Lin et al. [2009]. For a more detailed description of these substorms,
we refer readers to the Lin et al. [2009] paper. The dashed line at x = 0 and ∆t = 0 in
Figure 9 is the auroral onset time of the 11 substorms, and the signal arrival time in the
ionosphere in the OpenGGCM model. Data points of the same color and symbol belong
to the same substorm event, and substorm events that happen in the same day are shown
by number in parentheses according to Table 1 of Lin et al. [2009]. Data points below the
dashed line (∆t < 0) are substorm signatures before the auroral onset, and the ones above
the dashed line (∆t > 0) are the space signatures of substorms occurring after ground onset
of the respective substorm. Of course, ionosphere signatures that occur before the time of
space signatures with the MHD travel time added cannot cause the latter.
Figure 3-9 shows that most of the observed substorm signatures fall below the OpenG-
GCM MHD wave travel time curve, and thus can be the cause of observed auroral onsets.
Clearly, most of the events would be ruled out by the Lin et al. [2009] and Chi et al.[ 2009]
models as causing the ground signatures. However, many of the observed time differences
between tail signatures and the auroral onset are significantly longer than what our model
would predict. For example, our model predicts a travel time of 72 seconds from 30 RE
to the ionosphere. Therefore, many of reported tail signatures that are compiled in Figure
3-9 have either no direct causal relation to the auroral onset, or alternatively the observed
auroral onset is not the very first ground signatures, i.e., earlier ground signatures have
been missed, or OpenGGCM underestimates wave travel time. However, we consider the
latter unlikely, because the density and field values in the OpenGGCM compare well to
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Figure 3-9: MHD wave travel space-time diagram. The red solid line is the MHD travel
time in the OpenGGCM model. The blue and green solid lines are MHD wave travel times
published by Lin et al. [2009] and Chi et al. [2009], respectively. The data points indicate
11 substorm events adapted from Table 1 of Lin et al. [2009]. The same symbol and color
data points belong to the same substorm event, and the events happened in the same day
are numbered in parenthesis Lin et al. [2009].
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values that are typically observed in the tail.
Our result is significantly different from the previous studies of Lin et al. [2009] and
Chi et al. [2009], who suggested that the waves take much longer to reach the ionosphere
(∼ 100-300 seconds). The difference seems to arise from the assumed Alfve´n and magne-
tosonic speeds and wave travel path in those studies. Lin et al. [2009] used an empirical
model of plasma density, temperature, and magnetic field to approximate the Alfve´n and
the magnetosonic speeds in the magnetotail. Chi et al. [2009] took a similar approach to
calculate MHD wave velocities. The magnetic field, plasma density, and temperature based
on empirical model used in Chi et al. [2009] and Lin et al.[2009] are different from the ones
based on OpenGGCM model, which leads to different MHD wave velocities. Using an em-
pirical magnetic field model can be challenging since empirical models like the Tsyganenko
[1989] provide average magnetic field values in the plasma sheet and may not be accurate
at any particular instant in time. In particular, during substorms the plasma sheet goes
through very dynamic changes, and its properties may not even be close to the average
values predicted by the model.
Figure 3-10 shows the Alfve´n (top) and the magnetosonic (bottom) velocity profiles
in the meridian plane in OpenGGCM. The Alfve´n and the magnetosonic velocities vary
between 1500 and 4000 km/s in the lobes, and the magnetosonic velocity varies between
1000 and 1500 km/s in the plasma sheet. Comparing these velocities with Figure 2 of Lin
et al. [2009], the MHD wave velocity is much higher in the magnetotail of the OpenGGCM
model.
In addition, Lin et al. [2009] assumed that waves propagate along plasma sheet field
lines with the fast mode speed until ∼ -10 RE , and then convert to Alfve´n wave on closed
field lines, which they called the Tamao’s path. However, we find that the plasma sheet
path is not generally the fastest path for waves originating in the plasma sheet, and that
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the waves travel faster through the lobes. As Figure 7 shows, signals travel faster to higher
magnetic latitudes. Those waves did not arrive via the plasma sheet path. Instead, after
being generated in the plasma sheet, they entered the lobes, and traveled obliquely along
lobe field lines directly to the ionosphere.Uozumi et al., [2000, 2004, 2007] also suggested
that the signals arrive at higher latitudes tens of seconds earlier than the lower latitudes.
This is also evident in Figure 3-2, which shows wave fronts in the lobes well ahead of the
fronts following the plasma sheet path. Thus, even though the lobe path may be longer
than the plasma sheet path, it is the faster path because the wave phase speed is several
times faster in the lobes than in the plasma sheet.
3.4 Summary and Conclusions of Signal Propagation Time
The sequence of events leading to the onset of auroral substorm has been a long standing
question in the field of magnetosphere physics. It is not clear what phenomenon triggers
the onset of a substorm because most of the observed disturbances happen within minutes
of auroral onset. Since the MHD waves carry energy through different regions of the mag-
netotail and eventually to the ionosphere, it is critically important to determine the MHD
wave travel time in the magnetotail. Previously, two studies focused on wave travel time in
the magnetotail i.e. Lin et al. [2009] and Chi et al. [2009]. Lin et al. [2009] assumed that
MHD waves propagate through the plasma sheet with fast mode speed and later convert
to the Alfve´n mode waves upon reaching the dipolar field of the Earth. Also, both studies
used empirical models to calculate the wave velocities.
Here, we used OpenGGCM model to investigate wave travel times and wave modes in
the magnetotail. We launched waves by creating a single impulse or sinusoidal pulsations
at different points in the plasma sheet, and performed wave analysis to distinguish different
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Figure 3-10: The top panel shows color coded the Alfve´n velocity, and bottom shows the
magnetosonic velocity in the meridian plane of the magnetotail. The Alfve´n and magne-
tosonic velocity vary from 1500 to 5000 in the lobes. In the plasma sheet Alfve´n velocity is
almost zero and the magnetosonic velocity ranges between 1000 to 2000 km/s.
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(∆Bθ) and ∆FAC were used as indicators of wave arrival time in the ionosphere. By using
the global MHD simulation model, we obtain more realistic results because the magneto-
sphere configuration is calculated self-consistently. The main outcomes of this study are as
followings:
1. It takes approximately 70 seconds for a wave to travel from midtail region (x ∼ -
30 RE) to the ionosphere. This travel time is faster than previously reported MHD
wave travel times. Thus, the NENL model can account for the trigger of the onset of
substorms.
2. The wave paths are more complicated than the so called Tamao path, and waves can
take different paths to reach the ionosphere.
3. The fastest waves do not travel along the plasma sheet, but have shorter travel times
through the lobes.
4. The impulses that are generated closer to earth lead to latitudinally spread out iono-
sphere signatures, whereas the signals that originated in the midtail region lead to
more localized signatures.
5. The waves travel as fast mode in the plasma sheet and the lobes of the mid tail
regions. However, they convert to Alfve´n mode when they reach strong gradients in
the magnetic field or in the density, for example, in the PSBL or near the Earth.
6. Based on the OpenGGCM signal arrival time, we find the average wave speeds to be




Ionospheric Footprints of the
Bursty Bulk Flows
4.1 Introduction
Due to a lack of multipoint in-situ measurements in the tail, it is important to determine
one-to-one correlations between BBFs and PBIs. To better understand this relation, it
is important to investigate which mechanisms are responsible for generating PBIs in the
ionosphere. There are many possibilities that could lead to formation of streamers as a
result of BBFs: precipitation directly from fast plasma flows, acceleration of field-aligned
electrons in the upward FAC region formed and originated around the plasma bubble,
Alfve´nic acceleration, acceleration in parallel potential, and wave-particle interaction.
OpenGGCM model can be used for the first two mechanisms to further investigate the
relation between PBIs and BBFs. For the first mechanism, we map magnetically the entire
fast plasma flow in both earthward and azimuthal directions from the tail to the ionosphere.
For the second mechanism, we map the vorticity in z direction. Vorticity is formed as a
result of magnetic shear around the bubble, and it creates field-aligned current that connects
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the bubble to the ionosphere (Figure 1-7).
4.2 Methodology
In this simulation, we use the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system. The
numerical box extends from 21 RE in the sunward direction to 500 RE down the tail. The
box size in y/z direction (perpendicular to sun-Earth line) extends from -48 to 48 RE . There
is a total of 16 × 106 grid cells in this simulation, with the highest resolution close to the
plasmasheet with the minimum grid cell size of 0.2 RE .
The solar wind data used in this simulation was observed by ACE satellite and obtained
from OMNIweb during 03 January 2001 substorm event. The solar wind and IMF conditions
are processed by the MINVAR procedure is shown in Figure 4-1. The simulation always
starts a few hours earlier than the actual event with a period of southward IMF Bz in order
to build the magnetosphere properly. In this simulation, we start our run four hours before
the interested event with an hour of southward IMF (Bz = −5nT ). Figure 4-1 shows that
the IMF becomes northward for two hours, and then turns southward for the rest of the
event. The IMF By fluctuates between positive and negative values before 2:00 UT, and
turns and remains strongly positive after 2:00 UT.
In order to study the relation between PBIs and BBFs, we map different variables (eg.
velocity in x/y direction and vorticity (∇×V)z) from the magnetotail to the ionosphere.
The mapping technique is used since the fine structure of aurora cannot be well resolved
in the model. As described in section 1.5, PBIs are associated with FACs that originate
around the plasma bubbles in the magnetotail. Since the field lines from the bubble’s
structures in the tail converge toward the ionosphere, they no longer can be resolved in the
ionosphere. For instance, the FAC generated by a shear of magnetic field around plasma
bubbles dissipates numerically before reaching the inner boundary of MHD (∼ 2.5RE).
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Figure 4-1: The solar wind and IMF conditions during substorm of Jan/03/2001 processed
by MINVAR procedure in the OpenGGCM using OMNIweb data.
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That is, the structures that fit within five to seven grid cells in the tail become one grid cell
in the inner boundary of the MHD, and cannot be resolved numerically.
Such restrictions do not apply to the real magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling system.
Since we are mainly interested in the precipitation pattern in the ionosphere, we assume
that these processes preserve the magnetic mapping. The electrons from the generator
move along the magnetic field lines faithfully to the ionosphere. We map the tail structures
magnetically to the ionosphere. For the mapping, the entire ionosphere grid cells are first
mapped to the magnetotail. Then, the field lines are traced and quantities at tip of the field
lines are found. Subsequently, they are projected back to the ionosphere. We also make
sure to choose values within the closed magnetic field lines, so the area above the mapping
region shows the polar cap open-closed boundary line.
4.3 03 January 2001 Substorm Signatures
4.3.1 Ionosphere and Aurora
The first ground signature of substorm onset was observed ∼ 02:30 UT in the ground
magnetometer data with a few intensifications, and the recovery of the substorm started
∼ 03:25 UT. Figure 4-2 shows diffuse aurora (6300 A˚ emissions) on the top, and discrete
aurora (5577 A˚ emissions) on the bottom from Rankin Inlet meridian scanning photometer
(MSP) with respect to invariant latitude and time [Zesta et al., 2006]. The first aurora
onset (∼02:30 UT) was not observed at this scan since the MSP was located at a higher
latitude than that of the onset location.
Our model is able to produce the same substorm event, but at an earlier time. We
use the modeled diffuse and discrete aurora to identify the auroral onset. Figures 4-3 and
4-4 show Keogram graphs of diffuse and discrete aurora, respectively in the OpenGGCM
model. Each of the seven panels show the precipitating electrons energy flux at different
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Figure 4-2: Diffuse and discrete aurora from emissions of the Rankin Inlet meridian scanning
photometer [Zesta et al., 2006].
longitudes (varying from 21 MLT to 3 MLT) with respect to latitude and time color coded
in units of mW/m2.
At time 24 UT, the IMF is northward at the magnetopause, and the magnetosphere is
quiet, and there is not much activity in the ionosphere as a result. Around 1 UT, the IMF
Bz turns strongly southward and IMF By strongly becomes positive. Around the same time
activity begins to increase in the ionosphere as shown in Figure 4-3. The activity in this
plot is very similar to Figure 4-2-a which shows diffuse aurora.
The first signature of a substorm onset (auroral intensification) is observed to occur ∼
2:00 UT in Figure 4-4 at 24 MLT (midnight) and 66◦ magnetic latitude. Similar to the
observation substorm signature (westward surge), activity moves westward as it appears
in 23, 22, and 21 MLT at later time. The intensification also begins to expand and move
equatorward and propagate poleward as it reaches 70◦ and 72◦ magnetic latitudes at 23
and 22 MLT, respectively. The first intensification in discrete aurora seems to happen as a
result of sharp turning of IMF By around 2:00 UT shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-3: The Keogram plot in the northern hemisphere. The diffuse auroral electron
precipitation energy flux is in mW/m2.
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Figure 4-4: The keogram plot in the northern hemisphere. The discrete auroral electron
precipitation energy flux is in mW/m2.
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The substorm onset in the model occurs considerably earlier than the data onset, where
the onset occurred ∼ 2:30 UT in the magnetometer data. The ACE satellite was off the
Sun-Earth line by ∼ 30 RE for this time, which creates uncertainty in the transit time from
the monitor to the Earth. Another possibility is that the OpenGGCM model could respond
to Bz southward too fast with an onset.
After the substorm, aurora in the model remains very active until 5 UT due to strong
and continuous southward IMF Bz and strong positive IMF By consistent with Zesta et al.
[2006] observation. The model transitions to the SMC situation at this point since the
reconnection continues to progress as the magnetosphere is driven by southward IMF Bz.
4.3.2 Tail BBFs and Dipolarization Fronts
To better understand the set of events in the tail that lead to the trigger of aurora substorm
onset in the model, we further study the configuration of BBFs and dipolarization fronts in
the central plasmasheet. Figure 4-7 shows Bz component (nT) in the plasmasheet at nine
different times with 5-minute intervals. Black arrows show the flow vectors, and the green
line indicates a Bz = 0 contours. The plasmasheet is determined by finding a surface in
which Bx changes sign or Bx = 0.
At 1:35 UT, the magneotail is very quiet, so there are not many fast flows or dipolar-
ization fronts, even though IMF Bz is slightly southward. As the time progresses, new flow
channels begin to form and some tearing happens around 1:45 UT when IMF By turns
positive. The first reconnection occurs near Earth at x ∼ −13RE at 1:50 UT (Figure 4-7).
As a result of the reconnection, strong fast flows are generated moving earthward.
Figure 4-6 shows time series of plasma properties observed by a ”virtual satellite” located
at x=-10 and y=-2 RE in the plasmasheet. The two top panels show Vx (positive for
earthward and negative for tailward flow) and Vy (positive for duskward and negative for
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Figure 4-5: Magnetic field in z direction (Bz) in nT with flow vectors in central plasmasheet
at 9 different times with 5-minute intervals. The green lines are contours of Bz=0. The
plots represent the time before onset and during the substorm.
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dawnward) in km/s, respectively. The third panel presents magnetic field (Bz) in nT, and
fourth and fifth panels show density (1/cm3) and pressure (pPa), respectively. The bottom
panel shows the magnetotail convection electric field (Ex and Ey) in mV/m. The red dashed
line indicates the time when the first two BBFs were observed after the reconnection. The
first fast flow is observed around 1:52, and the second one around 1:57 UT. Both of these
fast flows have properties that are consistent with most BBF characteristics described in
Section 1.4.
The first BBF travels earthward (vx ∼ 400 km/s) and duskward (vy ∼ 200 km/s), Bz
(∼ 18 nT). As a result of diverted earthward flow, substorm FAC is generated, which leads
to the intensification of discrete aurora in the midnight region as shown in Figure 4-4.
The second BBF follows the first one after a few minutes with higher Earthward velocity
and greater Bz enhancement leading to more aurora break up. Both of the events are
accompanied by a reduction in the plasma pressure and density, and enhancement in the
electric field.
As Figures 4-3 and 4-7 show, the aurora and the tail become even more active after the
substorm progresses since the magnetosphere remains driven by strong southward IMF Bz.
As a result, the reconnection in the tail continues to progress and the model transits to
the SMC situation. Stronger and more BBFs are being generated during this time. Figure
4-8 represents one of these strong BBFs at different locations: x = -20(blue), -15 (green)
RE and y = -2 RE . This BBF has strong earthward flow velocity (Vx ∼ 1000 km/s),
sharp dipolarization front (Bz ∼ 25 nT), great duskward velocity (Vy ∼ 400 km/s), and tail
convection (Ey ∼ 15 mV/m).
Also, the fast Earthward flows tend to get stronger and move toward flanks from the
midnight region. This is consistent with statistical study by Kissinger et al. [2012], who
showed in Figure 9 of that paper that average flux transport is higher in the flanks during
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Figure 4-6: The time series of flow velocity (Vx and Vy), magnetic field (Bz), density,
pressure, and electric field (Ex and Ey) in plasmasheet at x=-10 and y=-2 RE . The dashed
red line indicates the locations of BBFs.
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Figure 4-7: Magnetic field in z direction (Bz) in nT with flow vectors in central plasmasheet
at 9 different times with 5 minutes interval. The green lines are contours of Bz=0.
SMC condition. Taking closer look at discrete aurora Keograms (Figure 4-4), the aurora
activity is more dominant in dawn and dusk regions (eg. MLT = 3 and 21) during this
time.
Transitioning through different stages of magnetotail dynamics during just one event,
provides us an opportunity to compare our result during three phases: I) pre-onset which
includes the time period between 1:30 and 2:00 UT, II) during substorm (2:00 - 3:00 UT),
III) SMC condition which starts after 3:00 UT and lasts until the end of run ∼ 5:00 UT.
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Figure 4-8: The time series of flow velocity (Vx and Vy), magnetic field (Bz), density,
pressure, and electric field (Ex and Ey) in plasmasheet at x=-20 (blue) and -15 (green) and
y=-5 RE .
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4.4 Projection of Tail Dynamics to the Ionosphere
4.4.1 Mechanism I: Projection of Earthward Velocities to the Ionosphere
Pre-onset
Figure 4-9 shows Earthward flows in the plasmasheet (left), their projection on the iono-
sphere polar plot (middle), and on the cartesian coordinates of the ionosphere between
latitude 68◦ to 78◦ and longitude 18 to 7 MLT (right). In this Figure, only the nightside of
the ionosphere is shown, where the dotted semicircles present magnetic latitudes from 60◦
to 80◦. Blue numbers indicate individual fast flows in the tail and their corresponding mag-
netic projections in the ionosphere. In general, earthward flows correspond to equatorward
PBIs in the ionosphere, and azimuthal direction maps to east-west configuration.
The first plot (1:42:50 UT) is 15 minutes before the auroral onset, during which there
is some activity in the tail, but it is not strong. The fast flow (1), with the azimuthal
dimension of 2 to 3 RE and ∼ 24 RE along the Sun-Earth direction, is located on the dusk
flank (y = 12RE), and it maps to the elongated ionosphere feature spanning area between
70◦ to 74◦ in latitude and 18 to 21 MLT in longitude direction. The aurora feature has an
east-west (EW) orientation in the dusk side of the aurora oval. The second feature consists
of three disconnected small bubbles with ∼ 1 RE width and is located along the Sun-Earth
line on the midnight region of the plasmasheet, and it maps to the ionosphere (∼ 69◦ to
73◦ in latitude and midnight region with longitude width of 1 to 2 MLT.) The third flow is
located further down in the tail (∼ -26 RE) with 2 RE width and maps to higher latitude
∼ 80◦ latitude and extends over 1.5 MLT longitude. The last feature is located in dawn
region with 2 RE width and 10 RE length maps to dawn region in the ionosphere. These
two features map to north-south (NS) structures in postmidnigh and dawn region of the
ionosphere.
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Figure 4-9: Earthward moving flows in the plasmasheet (left),their projection on the iono-
sphere polar plot in the middle and right before substorm onset. Dotted semicircles indicate
the magnetic latitudes ranging from 60◦ to 80◦. The blue numbers indicate the flow num-
bers.
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The second time step (1:48:30 UT) is around six minutes later. The stream (1) still
exists around the same location in the tail and the ionosphere with a stronger velocity. The
feature (2) also becomes stronger, and it gets more NS structure in the midnight aurora.
The BBF (3) moves earthward and duskward with a more pronounced signature in the
ionosphere. Feature (4) remains at the same location with the same strength. New parallel
flow channels (5) have formed close to the Earth (∼ −8RE) with around 1 RE width and
2 to 3 RE length. These channels map to three aurora patches in the ionosphere (∼ 69◦)
with ∼ 0.5 MLT and 1◦ latitude.
Figure 4-9-c is about five minutes before the auroral onset. Features (1) and (4) still exist
around the same location, and they move earthward. Flow (2) becomes weaker and moves
duskward with a smaller width in azimuthal direction. The BBF (3) almost disappears,
but a small part still exists around x = -28 and y = -12 RE . The three flow channels (5)
connect with each other and form a strong BBF with more NS aurora feature. Figure 4-6
shows this fast flow at x = -10, y = -2 RE around the same time. As indicated in section
4.3.2, all characteristics of BBF are satisfied for this fast flow.
The last time step presents the time of aurora onset (2:00 UT). Flow structures (1) and
(4) exist almost at the same location in the tail and the ionosphere. However, the aurora
signature (4) becomes very strong around ∼ 71◦ latitude and 2 - 4 MLT longitude with
patchy-like structure. These two flank flow channels last about 20 minutes in total. BBF 5
becomes disconnected again and forms two parallel flow channel that map to two NS flow
channels in the ionosphere.
Substorm Expansion
Figure 4-10 presents twenty minutes after the auroral onset. The formatting of these figures
is the same as Figure 4-9. Since fast flow features in flanks have similar orientations as 4-9,
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Figure 4-10: Earthward moving flows in the plasmasheet (left), their projection on the
ionosphere polar plot in the middle after substorm and during movement of earthward
flow. Dotted semicircles indicate the magnetic latitudes ranging from 60◦ to 80◦. The blue
numbers indicate the flow numbers.
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we mostly focus on the distance tail flows. The first plot (2:20 UT) is the time when a
plasma bubble from distant tail moves earthward. The BBF (1) for this time is located
around x= -38 and midnight region. Its footpoint is not very pronounced in the ionosphere
since it is mostly located on the open field lines. This BBF is almost connected to flow (2)
which has a longer width in azimuthal direction and is located around dusk flank. Later
at time 2:24:50 UT, flow (2) feeds the BBF (1), and they move together earthward (x -26
RE) and deflect dawnward. The related aurora feature becomes strong and extends over
∼ 71◦ to 76◦ latitude and 21 to 24s MLT, and takes some NS structure. This BBF continues
to move earthward and dawnward and gets detached from flow (2). Its aurora footpoint
becomes bolder and surges eastward and equatorward. Finally, it reaches Earth and deflects
around the Earth. Part of it travels through existing flow channels (feature 3) toward
inner magnetosphere at 2:20:10 UT. Its auroral feature becomes even more pronounced and
extends over longer MLT region and moves more equatorward.
Figure 4-8 also presents the BBF 2 at x = -20 (blue), -15 (green), and y = -5 RE .
The flow has a very strong earthward velocity (∼ 1000 km/s), and its velocity decreases to
800 km/s as it breaks and gets closer to the Earth. It also has strong duskward velocity,
Vy ∼ 400 and 200 km/s at x = -15 and -20 RE , respectively. Duskward velocity at this
point seems different than that of Figure 4-10 in which flow deflects dawnward, but the
duskward movement becomes clear if we take a look at Figure 4-13.
Steady Magnetospheric Covection
Figure 4-11 shows an hour after auroral onset for one and half hour during which the model
transits to SMC situation. The BBFs become faster, and they are pushed toward flanks
during this SMC event. Six earthward flows are recognizable at the first time step (3:00
UT). The flow (1) is located very close to the Earth and around the dusk region with
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Figure 4-11: Earthward moving flows in the plasmasheet (left), their projection on the
ionosphere polar plot in the middle during steady magnetic convection. Dotted semicircles
indicate the magnetic latitudes ranging from 60◦ to 80◦. The blue numbers indicate the
flow numbers.
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around 2 RE width and 10 RE length. It maps to EW structure in the ionosphere covering
latitudes between ∼ 68◦ and 71◦ and longitudes between 18 to 21 MLT. The flow stream
(2) is located around the same y distance as (1) but further tailward (x ∼ -26 RE). Its
aurora footpoint extends over ∼ 72◦ and 76◦ latitudes and 21 to 0 MLT longitudes, and
it takes deflected NS orientation. The feature (3) is the combination of three narrow flow
channels near the Earth and around the dusk-midnight region. These channels map to three
distinct patchy structures in the ionosphere, and cover areas ∼ 65◦ and 73◦ and 21 to 23
in latitude and longitude, respectively. The flow (4) is located around x = -26 RE , is very
wide (y ∼ 10RE), and probably cannot satisfy BBF’s characteristics due to its width. Its
footpoint in the ionosphere extends from ∼ 72◦ and 76◦ latitudes and 21 to 24 MLT. The
flow structure (5), connected to both (4) and (6) flow features, is located in the midtail with
∼ 2RE width, and maps to almost the same latitude as feature (4) and MLT extending
from 0 to 3. There is also small NS structure connected to aurora feature (5) that is located
in the midnight region and moves toward lower latitude. The flow channel (6), located in
dawn region (y ∼ −12RE) and close to the Earth, maps to EW structure in the tail covering
∼ 70◦ and 74◦ latitudes and 2 to 6 MLT.
The next time step is around 12 minutes later when the flow channels are still abundant
in the magnetotail. The orientation of footpoints of these channels in the ionosphere is very
similar to the previous time step, so we do not go through all the channels one by one.
The other interesting channel is feature (1) which is formed around midnight and midtail
region. its corresponding aurora feature takes NS orientation in the midnight region of the
ionosphere.
At 3:28:30 UT, there is a V-shaped flow channel (1), which originates from the distant
tail to the midtail located around the midnight and dawn region. This channel maps to very
high latitude (between ∼ 72◦ and 79◦). The top of this aurora feature has EW configuration
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extending from 22 to 2 MLT, but the V-shaped legs extend equatorward in NS form.
The number of flow channels are high again at the last time step (4:28:40 UT). They
distribute all over the magnetotail from the midnight to dawn and dusk regions. The
auroral structures at the footpoints of these BBFs have an EW orientation at dawn and
dusk regions, and have more of a NS orientation around midnight, pre-midnight, and post-
midnight regions.
4.4.2 Mechanism I: Projection of Azimuthal Velocity to the Ionosphere
Pre-onset
The fast flows can have strong dawn-duskward component in the tail, so it is important
to look at the azimuthal background convection during this period to investigate if this
convection alters fast flows direction. Figure 4-12 presents y-direction flow velocity in the
magnetotail (left) and its projection in the ionosphere (right). The time step is similar to
Figure 4-9, and the black contours indicate earthward flows.
At 1:42:50 UT, there exists weak dawnward convection in dawn region (0 < y < −10RE).
Convection becomes stronger at the next time step (1:48:30 UT) and extends toward dusk.
At the midtail region where flow (2) is located, there are some duskward convection. Five
minutes before auroral onset (1:55:10 UT), these convection backgrounds become more
pronounced around the same locations, and new dawnward convection forms in the midtail
dawn. Duskward flow also develops in the dawn region close to the Earth at the same
time. Taking a closer look at aurora feature (3) at this time, it has a eastward direction in
the pre-midnight ionosphere. At the time of auroral onset (2:00 UT), there is a duskward
convection in both dawn and dusk regions as well as the distance tail in the dusk region.
These convections are also noticeable in the ionosphere at pre and post-midnight regions.
Around the midtail and midnight region, there is a strong dwanward background, where
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Figure 4-12: Azimuthal flow velocities in the plasmasheet (left), their projection on the
ionosphere polar plot in the middle before auroral onset. Dotted semicircles indicate the
magnetic latitudes ranging from 60◦ to 80◦. The blue numbers indicate the flow numbers.
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there is no earthward flow channel (Figure 4-9-d).
Substorm Expansion
Figure 4-13 shows the azimuthal flow velocity during the expansion phase of the substorm
in the magnetotail (left) and and its projection in the ionosphere (right). The timestep
is similar to Figure 4-10. For the first time step (2:20:20 UT), there is duskward velocity
where flow channel (3) exists in the tail and ionosphere. There is also some duskward
convections for flow (2), but the rest of magnetotail including the area of flow (1) has
dawnward convection background. As flow (1) travels earthward, (2:42:50 and 2:27:10 UT),
it deflects dawnward due to this background. Finally, this BBF reaches near the Earth
where there are existing duskward flow channels (2:29:10 UT), and it deflects duskward.
We also used the virtual satellites at x = -20, x =-15 and y = -5 RE (Figure 4-8) at this
time and observed strong duskward convection (Vy ∼ 400 km/s) for the BBF.
Steady Magnetospheric Convection
During SMC (3:00 UT), there are some duskward convections extending from the midtail x
∼ -20 to the near Earth in both dawn and dusk regions (Figure 4-14) where flow channels
(1), (3), (5), and (6) are located. However, from the midtail to distance tail, there is mostly
a dawnward orientation in both dusk and dawn flanks with some duskward velocity around
midnight at x = -35 RE where feature (4) exists.
4.4.3 Mechanism II: Mapping Vorticity
Some aurora streamers are formed as a result of FACs associated with fast earthward flows.
In this section, we map vorticity (∇ × V )z from the tail to the ionosphere. The vorticity
is the result of shearing around plasma bubbles, and it leads to the formation of FACs
which close in the ionosphere. The formatting of the Figures is the same as section 4.4.1:
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Figure 4-13: Azimuthal flow velocities in the plasmasheet (left), their projection on the
ionosphere polar plot in the middle during expansion of substorm. Dotted semicircles
indicate the magnetic latitudes ranging from 60◦ to 80◦. The blue numbers indicate the
flow numbers.
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Figure 4-14: Azimuthal flow velocities in the plasmasheet (left), their projection on the
ionosphere polar plot in the middle during SMC. Dotted semicircles indicate the magnetic
latitudes ranging from 60◦ to 80◦. The blue numbers indicate the flow numbers.
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pre-onset, substorm expansion, and SMC.
Pre-onset
Figure 4-15 shows the (∇× V )z in the magnetotail, and its projection to the magnetotail.
The black contours indicate the fast earthward flows (≥ 200 km/s). As described in previous
sections, there is not much strong activity in the tail and thus in the ionosphere before the
onset. During these times (1:42 to 2:00 UT), the flow streams that are located in the flanks
project to narrow EW orientation in pre/post-midnight regions in the ionosphere. On the
other hand, the BBFs in the midnight region project to localized or patchy structure in the
ionosphere.
Substorm Expansion
The movement of BBFs from the distance tail to the Earth is shown in Figures 4-16. The
time-step is the same as Figures 4-10 and 4-13 where the single BBF moves from x < −50RE
toward the Earth. As this BBF moves (2:20:20 UT), flow shear forms ahead and around it.
As a result, aurora brightening forms: upward (blue) in the midnight and pre-midnight, and
downward (red) in the post-midnight region at latitude ∼ 70◦. At 2:24:50 UT, the upward
FAC extends over larger longitude toward both dawn and dusk direction, and downward
FAC expand poleward and duskward. As the bubble gets closer to the Earth and deflects
toward dawn (2:27:10 UT), its aurora brightening becomes stronger and brighter. Finally
at 2:29:10, the BBF reaches the Earth and deflects around it. The aurora signature for this
time becomes downward in pre-midnight and upward in post-midnight aurora.
Steady Magnetospheric Convection
Figure 4-17 shows vorticity in z direction during SMC, but the time-step is different from
Figures 4-11 and 4-14. At 3:00:00 UT, the tail is very dynamic, and aurora becomes active,
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Figure 4-15: Vorticity in z direction in the central plasmasheet (left), their projection on the
ionosphere polar plot in the middle during SMC. Dotted semicircles indicate the magnetic
latitudes ranging from 62◦ to 78◦. The plots present 15 minutes prior to the auroral onset.
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Figure 4-16: Vorticity in z direction in the central plasmasheet (left), their projection on the
ionosphere polar plot in the middle during SMC. Dotted semicircles indicate the magnetic
latitudes ranging from 62◦ to 78◦. The plots are during substorm expansion phase when a
fast flow moves from the distant tail toward the Earth.
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where multiple FAC pairs are formed. The activity in the lower latitude is higher during
SMC compared to the substorm time. There is a development of a NS streamer (upward
FAC) at midnight extending from ∼ 70◦ to ∼ 68◦ at 3:33:30 UT. The activity in the
lower latitude (∼ 60◦ to∼ 68◦) increases as finger-like structures are formed pre-midnight
at 3:39:00 UT. These streamers last for about 20 minutes and begin to move eastward at
4:00:00 UT. Around an hour later, these streamers still exist mostly in the post-midnight
and dawn side of the aurora oval (4:30:00 UT).
4.5 Comparison of a Substorm and SMC using FUV IMAGE
and THEMIS All Sky Imagers Observation
It is important to validate OpenGGCM-CTIM prediction with aurora observation. For this
purpose, we use data from IMAGE spacecraft FUV auroral imager predicted byZesta et al.
[2006] study on 03 January 2001 substorm event, THEMIS All Sky Imagers (ASI) 17 March
2013 geomagnetic storm event which is similar to the SMC case.
4.5.1 03 January 2001 Substorm
A more detailed description of this event has been provided in section 4.3. The onset of
the substorm was observed ∼ 02:30 UT in the ground magnetometer data, but most of the
PBIs have been observed an hour after substorm onset around 3:30 UT. Figure 4-18 shows
the nightside of the aurora from the IMAGE spacecraft FUV auroral imager data for 10
time steps (from 3:30 to 5:30 UT). During this time, a number of PBIs have been observed
around dusk, premidnight, postmidnight, and dawn regions. The PBIs take mostly EW
form in dusk region (03:32:29 to 04:37:58 UT), and they become NS structures around
premidnight (04:42:04 and 04:46:09). The streamers take NS orientation along 17-3 MLT in
the postmidnight region. These patterns are similar to what we observe in the simulation.
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Figure 4-17: Vorticity in z direction in the central plasmasheet (left), their projection on the
ionosphere polar plot in the middle during SMC. Dotted semicircles indicate the magnetic
latitudes ranging from 62◦ to 78◦. The plots are during SMC condition.
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Figure 4-18: PBIs in the nightside ionosphere from IMAGE spacecraft FUV auroral imager
for 10 time steps an hour after auroral onset. Adopted from Zesta et al. [2006].
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4.5.2 17 March 2013 Geomagnetic Storm
Figure 4-19 shows images of aurora from the all-sky cameras spread across Canada. The
cameras from east to west and top to bottom are SNKQ, KAPU, GILL, PINA, SNAP, FSMI,
FSIM, FYKN, GAKO, and MCCR. KAPU and PINA are located around 55◦, SNKQ and
GILL are located around 60◦, SNAP, FSMI, and FSIM are covering around 70◦, and Alaska
cameras cover area of 80◦ magnetic latitude. At first few time steps (∼ 6 UT), GILL and
PINA are located at midnight MLT, then midnight moves to Alaska for last few time steps
(∼ 9 UT).
The event is during the geomagnetic storm on 17 March 2013 that occurred as a result of
coronal mass ejection (CME) which erupted from the sun on 15 March 2013. This event was
chosen since it is close to SMC situation lasting for a long time. The first aurora brightening
starts around 5:53 at the most east camera (PBQ) which is located around postmidnight
region, and then activity expands and move equatorward and continue for couple of hours.
The aurora onset starts around 6:00 at Gillam (the top middle cameras) located at 60◦
latitude and midnight MLT. Prior to the onset, there is not much aurora activity like PBIs
or streamers for this event.
After the onset, all sorts of ionospheric activity, e.g. diffuse, pulsating, and discrete
aurora increases around all magnetic local times. There is also the formation of a double
aurora around 6:02:30 UT in dusk region. Sergeev et al. [1996b] and Ohtani et al. [2012] also
showed that the double aurora oval forms during SMC event. The PBIs take NS structure
in premidnight region, and east-west orientation in dusk region around 7:20 UT.
Later (∼ 8:29 UT), NS finger-like structures form at GILL and begin to move toward
lower latitude and east, appearing at PINA, SNKQ, and KAPU sites. The same features
were observed in our simulation in Figures 4-17 (c) and (d).
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Figure 4-19: Aurora images from THEMIS all sky cameras during geomagnetic storm of 17
March 2013. The event is similar to SMC.
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4.6 Summary and Conclusions of Auroral streamers as Iono-
spheric Footprints of the Bursty Bulk Flows
The Bursty Bulk Flows have a major contribution in convection and flux transport in the
Earth magnetosphere. It is hard to study them in-situ since measurements in the tail are
not sufficient. On the other hand, the Polward Boundary Intensification are suggested to
be BBFs footpoint in the ionosphere, and can then be studied more in more details since
there are comprehensive measurements on ground. Therefore, it is important to determine
one-to-one correlation between PBIs and BBF and create a comprehensive handbook for
observations. In this study, OpenGGCM model was used to study streamers before the
onset of aurora, during substorm expansion, and SMC. The substorm event on 03 January
2001 was used for this purpose. It is an interesting event since there are many aurora mea-
surements for it available and, this gives us a great opportunity to compare our simulation
with observations.
For this purpose, the mapping technique is used to resolve fine structures of aurora in
the ionosphere. There are three possible mechanisms that could connect BBFs to the aurora
streamers. Two of these mechanisms, mapping entire stream and mapping FAC associated
with streams, are adopted for this study. We first mapped the earthward and azimuthal
flow velocity from the tail to the ionosphere. Then, we mapped the vorticity in z direction
which leads to FAC around the plasma bubble. Depending on the location of BBF in the
tail, mapping technique, and dynamic of the tail, the aurora streamers develop different
signatures in the ionosphere. Here we summarize some of these signatures:
1. The activity in the tail and the ionosphere is low before auroral onset. Thus, there
are not many streamers in the ionosphere prior to the substorm.
2. The flow channels closer to the Earth (x ≤ −10RE) and closer to the midnight
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(y ∼ 0) tend to map to more north-south (NS) structures. These patterns have also
been observed in the data especially in the premidnight and the postmidnight regions
[Zesta et al., 2006].
3. BBFs that are located further down in the tail have more east-west (EW) structures.
4. The flow structures observed in flanks also get more east-west orientation in the
ionosphere. They also have longer and narrower structure in longitude and latitude,
respectively. This orientation is consistent with Zesta et al. (2006) study.
5. The convection background plays an important role in determining plasma flows in
the plasmasheet, and thus the orientation of the streamers in the ionosphere.
6. The number of flow channels and their strength in the plasmasheet increases during
substorm expansion and SMC events. The auroral activity, like PBIs and streamers
also are more abundant after the substorm onset and during SMC event.
7. Overall during the SMC event, the tail activity is higher in the flanks as a result of
continuous reconnection that pushes fast flows toward the Earth and flanks.
8. The activity in the lower latitude increases during the SMC event compared to the
substorm time. There are finger-like structures at latitudes below auroral onset, and
there are some eastward movements associated with them.
9. There are more NS structure streamers as well as patchy aurora structures during
SMC event than quiet and substorm times.
10. The footpoint of FAC leads to more patchy like and NS structures in the ionosphere.
The direction of FAC is downward in dawn and upward in dusk for BBFs.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Work
5.1 Summary of Important Results
The main purpose of this dissertation is to understand the coupling process between the
magnetosphere and the ionosphere. To achieve this goal, we first need to study how distur-
bances from the magnetotail propagate Earthward, and how long does it take for them to
reach the ionosphere. This study is also important for one of the long standing problems of
the space physics, the substorm controversy. We provide an upper limit for the wave travel
time in the magnetotail, so that the experimentalist could better analyze their date. Distin-
guishing the processes that occur during the first 2 minutes of a substorm depends critically
on the correct timing of different signals between the plasmasheet and the ionosphere.
The second part of this dissertation focuses on how BBFs which are an important
part of convection of the magnetotail, are related to the auroral streamers or PBIs. Since
measurements are limited and sparse in the magnetotail, and because the ground and aurora
measurements are more comprehensive in the ionosphere, the ionosphere can be used as a
monitor of the magnetotail dynamics. The basic problem in the tail is that it is difficult
to measure different parameters of individual BBFs with a single, randomly distributed
spacecraft. It is also challenging to associate single BBFs to distinct aurora features in the
ionosphere. Thus, most of the studies use mapping techniques between the ionosphere and
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the magnetotail to further investigate the relation between PBIs and BBFs.
5.1.1 Signal Propagation Time from the Magnetotail to the Ionosphere
To investigate signal propagation paths and signal travel times, we use a Magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) global simulation model of the Earth magnetosphere and ionosphere,
OpenGGCM-CTIM model. By creating single impulse or sinusoidal pulsations in vari-
ous locations in the plamasheet, the waves are launched, and we investigate the paths taken
by the waves and the time that different waves take to reach the ionosphere.
We find that it takes approximately about 27, 36, 45, 60, and 72 seconds for waves to
travel from the tail plasmasheet at x = -10, -15, -20, -25, and -30 RE , respectively, to the
ionosphere, contrary to previous reports. We also find that waves originating in the plasma
sheet generally travel faster through the lobes than through the plasma sheet. The impulses
that are generated closer to earth lead to latitudinally spread out ionosphere signatures,
whereas the signals originated in the midtail region lead to more localized signatures. The
waves travel as fast mode in the plasmasheet and the lobes of the mid tail regions. However,
they convert to Alfve´n mode when they reach strong gradients in the magnetic field or in
the density, for example, in the PSBL or near the Earth. Based on the OpenGGCM signal
arrival time, we find the average wave speeds to be around 3000 and 1700 km/s in the lobe
and plasma sheet paths, respectively.
5.1.2 Auroral streamers as Ionospheric Footprints of the Bursty Bulk
Flows
In this study, we simulated the 03 January 2001 substorm event. The intensification of
discrete and diffuse aurora indicates substorm onset at 2:00 UT. The aurora then expands
and moves equatorward and westward. The event is accompanied by the formation of
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a reconnection near the Earth region and acceleration of fast Earthward flows. Since our
simulation cannot resolve fine structures of aurora such as streamers, we map plasma bubbles
from the central plasmasheet to the ionosphere magnetically.
It has been suggested that PBIs are ionospheric signatures of BBFs in the ionosphere.
There are two main mechanisms for generation of aurora streamers as a result of BBFs.
They are either formed as a direct electron precipitation from the entire flow, or electrons
acceleration from upward FAC region around the bubble. Thus, we map entire fast flow in
both Earthward and azimuthal directions as well as mapping the vorticity in z direction that
creates FAC, from the central plasmasheet to the ionosphere magnetically. We compare
mapping results at different magnetotail states: before substorm onset, during substorm
expansion, and during SMC. Finally, we validate our simulation with aurora observation
from the IMAGE UVI and THEMIS all sky imagers.
We find that the streamers close to midnight have more NS structures, and the ones
near dawn and dusk have EW orientation. The NS structures are mainly formed as a result
of flow channels that are located close to the Earth and midnight region. The BBFs which
are located further down in the tail, they take more EW structures. Also, BBFs located
in flanks map to EW structures in the dawn and dusk side of the ionosphere. These EW
structures are long in longitude and narrow in latitude.
The background convection controls the direction and deflection of fast flows, thus it
could affect the orientation of the streamers in the ionosphere. BBFs are more abundant and
strong during the substorm expansion and SMC event. As a result, the activity increases
in the ionosphere and more streamers are observed during these times.
During SMC event, the BBFs are observed all over the plasmasheet and their occur-
rence increases near the flanks. Also, aurora activity increases in the lower latitude during
SMC event compared to substorm and quiet times. There are finger-like structures moving
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eastward at those low latitudes, and the streamers are more NS aligned and patchy like
during SMC event. The footpoint of FAC leads to more patchy like and NS structures in
the ionosphere. The direction of FAC is downward in dawn and upward in dusk for the
streamers.
5.2 Future Work
There are few studies that can be build upon this work. Based on the first part of this thesis
(signal travel time) and physics of normal-mode oscillations, the structure and dynamics
of the magnetosphere can be investigated through magnetoseismology. For this study, it is
important to further study wave travel path in the magnetosphere via ray tracing. OpenG-
GCM model can be coupled with HOTRAY which is a tracing code for electrostatic waves.
In this dissertation, I have only visually traced wave fronts to study the wave path in the
magnetotail. Ray tracing allows for studying the wave path as well as the mode conversion
of the studied waves. In order to use HOTRAY code, the magnetic field, plasma density, and
velocity from OpenGGCM model can be adopted. Then, the dispersion relation of MHD
waves on HOTRAY code can be used to perform ray tracing analysis. The MHD wave
dispersion relation, which is considerably simpler than the hot plasma dispersion used in
HOTRAY code, can be used for this purpose. With coupling OpenGGCM and HOTRAY
models in this way, wave propagation in the magnetotail can be studied more precisely.
Specifically, the dependence of the travel times and the respective amplitudes of the waves
that take the different possible paths can be mapped out. Also, the locations at which the
waves impinge on the ionosphere and produce ground signals can be mapped out.
In the second part of this dissertation, we observed that background convection could
control the direction of BBFs. Also,Zesta et al. [2006] speculate that strong positive IMF
By might alter the orientation of the tail convection and the aurora streamers as a result.
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More data in the tail especially in azimuthal direction is required to further investigate
the accuracy of these predictions. Alternatively, a global model can be used to better
understand the role of IMF By in the convection of background flows in the plasmasheet
and possible orientation of streamers in the ionosphere.
For this study, one would conduct different simulation runs to study the effect of IMF
By. There will be a total of 5 runs, using generic solar wind conditions, and changing IMF
clock angle that is keeping constant Btotal = 0 and changing By = -10, -5, 0, 5, 10 nT. The
zero By can be used as a reference run, and the other runs can be used for comparison.
Some observations indicate the signatures of dipolarization (sudden increase in Bz), but
they lack fast flow signatures (sharp increase in velocity component). Or, there is signature
of fast flows, but the there is not a strong dipolarization associated with them. Such different
signatures depend on the location of measurements; wether the satellite was located in the
middle of bubble, or on the edge of BBF. The challenge with in situ-measurements especially
the single point is that it is complicated to determine the location of measurements relative
to BBFs. Even with multipoint satellites it is difficult to draw overall picture of BBFs since
most of these satellites are mostly oriented in Earth-Sun line, and do not have azimuthal
coverage. The important questions are: how wide BBFs can be in the tail, and what the
signatures of BBFs would be as they move azimuthally.
In order to study BBFs and dipolarization, different simulation runs can be conducted
during reported substorm events, quiet time, and generic solar wind conditions. Then,
many time series analysis can be performed by placing virtual satellites at different parts
of BBFs. With this survey, one can create broad signatures of BBFs and dipolarization
fronts within and around the plasma bubbles. With new upcoming tail phase of MMS, this
survey can help scientists to better interpret their data.
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